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Abstract

Airborne SAR interferometry has the potential to provide topographic data with a precision

of the order of one meter. However, to generate data accurate to this level it is essential to

measure and compensate for the antenna baseline motion. Conventional motion compensation

techniques and their errors are analyzed and extended to the two channel simultaneous imaging

scenario of InSAR. An evaluation of the modelling is made using point target simulation and

real motion and InSAR data. Phase compensation of both channels to the same reference track

and compensation to two separate tracks are considered. The single track approach allows

track segmentation to follow aircraft drifts without causing discontinuities in the differential

phase, but is sensitive to range cell migration effects. The dual track approach is not sensitive

to this but suffers from discontinuous differential phase at segmentation boundaries, which

complicates the phase unwrapping process. A new formulation for each approach is presented

that compensates for unknown terrain coupled with low frequency aircraft motion. In addition,

a new approach that uses the dual track approach initially and then converts to a single reference

track after compression is proposed. This realizes the benefits of both approaches with only

a small increase in computation.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

The knowledge of the Earth’s topography has been of practical importance for all civiliza

tion; initially locally and then gradually to the global scale. For example, the design of an

ancient Roman aqueduct would need to consider the local topography in some detail. Until

recently, the consolidation of terrain features and topography into a map has been a laborious

process of collating and analyzing information from ground surveys. With the advent of the

aviation age aerial photographs could be used in a stereoscopic mode to estimate terrain eleva

tion and identify terrain features. Since the introduction of the computer, attempts have been

made to automate this arduous process leading to many new techniques of mapping terrain

features and topography.

1.1 Topographic Mapping With Radar

One such new technique uses an active microwave sensor (radar) mounted on an airplane or

on a satellite. Radar maps are now available in which high-resolution Synthetic Aperture Radar

(SAR) images are used to portray the terrain features [1—3]. The radar sensor provides coverage

in all weather, and images the terrain in a unique way which has certain advantages to users such

as geologists and hydrologists [4]. In addition, this airborne and spaceborne imaging technology

has been extended to topographic mapping through the processing of multiple images.

In the initial method of stereo radargrammeiry, two passes of airborne SAR data are

obtained in an aerial survey, and a correlation process is used to extract terrain height by

manipulating the parallax between the two generated images [5]. However, radar speckle

noise, caused by coherent scattering effects, and geometric distortion, limit the accuracy of

the correlation.
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1.2 Topographic Mapping with Interferometric Radar

A new technology, Interferometric SAR (InSAR), is being developed in which elevation

data is obtained by processing a pair of stereo images in a unique way [6, 7]. This process

utilizes the fact that SAR is a coherent imaging system that is able to produce a complex valued

image. If the processing is carefully done, the phase of a given image pixel is a function of the

path length travelled by the radar pulse coupled with scene scattering effects. The magnitude

of each image pixel is a function of the reflectivity of the corresponding patch in the scene.

When the two receiving channels are processed together, interferometric phase patterns are

obtained that are caused by the height differences in the imaged terrain. The phase patterns

obtained in this “interferogram” are then analyzed by a computer to obtain the elevation of

each pixel in the scene by triangulation. The resulting digital elevation model (DEM) can be

more accurate than those previously available with SAR.

12.1 Spaceborne Interferometric SAR

The spaceborne implementation of this approach combines two SAR images of the same

region from two separate satellite passes called satellite InSAR [8]. The spaceborne imple

mentation has certain advantages due to the predictable platform motion and large ground

coverage. The disadvantages are:

• The image signal to noise ratio is not very good.

• There may be changes in the ground reflectivity between the particular orbits used, leading

to temporal decorrelation between the two images.

• The two images from different orbits must be accurately registered to each other (the orbit

positions are difficult to determine accurately).

• The inter-channel baseline separation, which determines the parallax, is a function of the

offset between the two orbits and therefore is not easily adjustable.
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The baseline separation, or parallax, between the two images, and the radar frequency

determine the interferometer’ s sensitivity to terrain elevation and also determines the amount

of baseline speckle noise (decorrelation caused by the parallax). For typical satellite altitudes,

radar frequencies, and for adequate terrain elevation sensitivity, the baseline needs to be several

hundred meters [9]. It is therefore impractical to produce a DEM from a single pass of a satellite

by mounting two typical radar antennas on a single satellite.

Several alternate approaches to obtain single pass InSAR for the satellite case have been

proposed. One approach is to use a very short wavelength allowing a much smaller baseline

[10], and another is to used a tethered satellite system [11]. With the recent success of the

Global Positioning System (GPS) it has been proposed that very accurate sateffite interferometry

could be done by having two satellites travelling in nearly parallel orbits making simultaneous

imagery [12]. By using GPS in a differential mode it should be possible to estimate the relative

orbits very accurately. The simultaneous imaging removes the temporal decorrelation inherent

to conventional satellite techniques. However, each of these possible improvements to satellite

interferometry pose severe technical challenges, and remain impractical for the present time.

1.2.2 Airborne Interferometric SAR

Perhaps the most promising approach to radar topographic mapping in the short term is

in using a single flight pass of a dual antenna airborne SAR [7]. The InSAR system uses a

conventional SAR for transmitting and receiving the radar signal, but in addition, a second

antenna and receiving channel is used to obtain another registered image displaced across

track. This single pass approach is possible because the flight altitude is much smaller than

that required for the satellite orbit, thus requiring only a several meter baseline. There are

several advantages to the airborne approach:

• The altitude of the flight can be adjusted to provide the desired elevation estimation
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sensitivity.

• The signal to noise ratio is typically quite large (10—30 dB).

• The inter-channel registration is simpler due to the rigid structure connecting the two

antennas.

• There is great flexibility in the direction and number of passes made of a particular region,

which can be useful if radar layover and radar shadow are present in rugged terrain regions

leading to regions of insufficient sampling of the terrain,

• There is no temporal decorrelation between the two images due to changing ground

scattering conditions because the two images are made simultaneously.

The main disadvantage of the airborne approach is that the trajectory of the antennas is

subject to perturbations due to air turbulence and aircraft flexure. The effect of undesired

aircraft flight motion on the InSAR system is very complex and not well understood.

1.3 Thesis Outline and Contributions

The primary focus of this thesis is to understand the role that motion compensation plays in

airborne InSAR. More specifically, we wish to establish the fundamental limitations that motion

compensation places on InSAR. It is necessary to first understand the mechanisms involved

in conventional airborne SAR before an analysis of interferometric SAR can be made. Given

that the purpose of InSAR is to estimate topography, the effect of unknown terrain on motion

compensation will be dealt with in some detail. It will be shown that there are fundamental

limitations on the accuracy of motion compensation even when the aircraft motion is known

precisely. Fortunately, most errors due to motion compensation are similar in both InSAR

channels and thus cancel out, leading to small height estimation errors. Some of the residual

errors can be minimized by following new approaches, for instance, by combining the best
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aspects of two existing methods of motion compensation for InS AR. The thesis report is laid

out as follows:

• Chapter 2 will be devoted to the background for airborne InSAR. This will include an

overview of Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) as well as the basic processing involved

in airborne InS AR, The chapter concludes by introducing the issues involved in motion

compensation for airborne InSAR.

• Chapter 3 will deal with single channel airborne motion compensation. Initially, ideal

motion compensation will be discussed which assumes that all geometric parameters

needed for the compensation are known and infinite processing resources are available.

Following this, the realistic situation of non-ideal motion compensation will be considered.

Several new formulations will be presented such as the coupling effect between the range

varying phase correction (RVPC) and range cell migration correction (RCMC), the effects

of unknown terrain, and the directional random walk model for phase smoothing of point

targets by azimuth compression.

• This single channel analysis is then extended to a comprehensive chapter on motion

compensation for interferometry. The bulk of Chapter 4 is original work as little has been

published in this area. As in Chapter 3, ideal compensation and non-ideal compensation

will be considered. The highlights of the new work include a requirements analysis for

InSAR motion compensation, a detailed comparison of the single and dual reference track

approaches, closed form solutions for estimating terrain elevation for each approach which

removes some terrain induced bias errors, an analysis of differential effects caused by

unknown terrain and differential errors caused by the coupling between the range varying

phase correction (RVPC) and range cell migration correction (RCMC), and the proposal of

a new approach that combines the best aspects of the single and dual track methods.

• The validity of the presented theory and modelling is verified in Chapter 5 by experimen
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tation. An InS AR point target data generator and processor is used with modelled and

real aircraft flight motions. Good agreement between the theory and simulation results is

demonstrated. Real InSAR data from CCRS is also processed by a basic InSAR processor

using the single and dual track approaches. The results illustrate the differences in the

effects of the various motion compensation approaches on the differential phase of the

interferograms. A slant range topographic map is generated and compared visually with

a standard 1:50 000 contour map.

• Chapter 6 presents a summary of the conclusions from this work. This includes recommen

dations for the CCRS InSAR motion compensation processing as well as a more general

approach.

• Chapter 7 lists suggestions for further study such as removing some of the assumptions

made in the current work and extending the analysis to other operational scenarios.
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Chapter 2 Airborne InSAR Background

In this chapter the general background required to understand airborne InSAR will be

presented. This will begin with an overview of conventional SAR followed by the extension

to airborne InSAR.

2.1 Conventional SAR

Conventional Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) is itself a very interesting and challenging

field [13, 3]. For the purposes of interferometry, only topics in conventional SAR that are

required to understand the topographic mapping problem will be considered. The basic idea of

SAR is that a long antenna is synthesized in the flight direction by transmitting and receiving

pulses of microwaves as the much smaller real antenna passes over a region (Figure 1). The

backscatter echo from each pulse, incident on a scene patch, is processed coherently to obtain

a high resolution reflectivity value in the along flight or “azimuth” direction. In the across

track or “range” direction pulse compression techniques are used to obtain good resolution in

this coordinate. The range to the target is obtained from the radar timing.

A simplified view of conventional SAR is that the 2—D raw data received in range and

azimuth space can be focussed into a reflectivity image by a 2—D linear compression operation.

The range coordinate is actually the radar line-of-sight direction and therefore a conversion

to “ground” range is necessary for mapping purposes. One complication in the processing

comes from the fact that as the synthesized aperture is formed the slant range to the target

changes. This causes the echo data from a given target to migrate across range called Range

Cell Migration (RCM). In order to perform the compression in the azimuth direction the echo

data must be aligned with the flight direction. This operation is called Range Cell Migration

Correction (RCMC). For many airborne applications RCMC can be ignored because only the
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central part of the aperture is used so the range migration is small. But, when very high

resolution in azimuth is required the entire aperture must be processed and often RCMC is

necessary. Another complication which is specific to the airborne implementation is the need

for motion compensation.

Figure 1 Synthetic Aperture Radar Imaging Geometry

2.1.1 Conventional Motion Compensation

The need for motion compensation to achieve accurate focusing of airborne SAR images has

long been understood [14]. Although, efficient approximations to the ideal compensation are

still being developed and evaluated. The basic approach involves using the displacement history

of the antenna phase center with respect to a selected reference track to calculate a range gate

(or time) delay adjustment for each pulse and a slant range dependent phase correction for each

beam footprint
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range-compressed pixel. This correction extends along the entire synthesized aperture and is

applied to the range compressed data prior to azimuth compression. This can be accomplished

in real-time on the aircraft or as a post-ifight processing step. The compensated data then

emulates the transmission and reception from an antenna travelling in a straight line along the

reference track provided the compensation has been successful [15].

Accurate phase correction requires knowledge of the complete geometry of the imaging

situation. This requires knowledge of the elevation angle to the scene patch of each range-

compressed pixel as well as the precise position of the antenna. Some work has been done

on estimating the flight trajectory from analyzing the data post-flight, for example [16], but

many approaches rely on Inertial Navigation Systems (INS) to provide the antenna position

information [17]. Estimating the elevation angle is a more difficult problem.

Calculation of the elevation angle for each image pixel requires a prior estimate of the

terrain height. Without access to a Digital Elevation Model (DEM) of the imaged region, some

assumptions or estimates must be made. Typically, the terrain is assumed to be flat at some

reference elevation, but the effect of this assumption has not been studied in detail. Most

motion compensation error analysis has considered uncompensated motion, such as INS errors

and their effect on image focus [17], without addressing the effect of terrain height on motion

compensation,

When the residual phase errors after motion compensation, due to INS errors and un

known target elevation, are small, subsequent azimuth compression can be accomplished in

a straightforward manner and defocus and image distortion are minimized. As conventional

SAR is typically concerned with a magnitude image not the phase, little is known about of the

effect of aircraft motion on the image phase. In order to evaluate the importance of various

motion compensation errors for terrain mapping an overall understanding of airborne Interfer

ometric SAR processing is required. In addition, it is possible to compensate for some motion
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compensation errors at later processing stages.

2.2 Outline of Airborne Interferometric SAR

Airborne InSAR is basically the interferometric processing of two channels of airborne

SAR data. The individual channel SAR processing algorithms and subsequent interferometric

processing will depend upon the radar hardware used to obtain and possibly process the received

data. In this section, the basic processing steps for a typical C-band airborne InSAR system

will be discussed followed by an overview of InSAR motion compensation.

2.2.1 Basic Processing Steps

There are many processing steps involved in a typical InSAR system (Figure 2). The

steps described below follow those used in the Canada Centre for Remote Sensing (CCRS)

InSAR system [18]. Other approaches change the order of some steps and may use alternate

algorithms to carry out a particular function.

Before the data is digitized the received echoes are first compressed in the range direction

by applying a matched filter operation. This step is often performed in the analog electronics

of the receiver system for each of the two channels. The following steps are performed by

digital computation within a computer:

• The two channels are digitized and then registered to each other across range to ensure

that each corresponding pixel in the two channels are correlated.

• Motion compensation is then applied to both channels.

• The motion compensated range compressed data is then compressed in the azimuth direction

by application of a matched filter.

• The interferogram is then formed by applying a complex conjugate multiplication, pixel by

pixel, on the two conventional SAR images. The phase of the interferogram is therefore

the difference in the phases of the two images and is often called the differential phase.
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• The differential phase of the interferogram can be smoothed by sample averaging in the

azimuth and range directions to reduce phase noise.

• The modulo 2ir differential phase must be unwrapped by adding some multiple of 27r to

each sample in order to obtain the absolute differential phase which represents the difference

in the path length phase between the two antennas.

• This absolute phase can then be converted into an elevation estimate from the imaging

geometry.

• The scene patch location estimate in the SAR reference frame must finally be transformed

into a convenient mapping coordinate system.

For airborne InSAR the two steps that pose the greatest challenges are motion compensation

and phase unwrapping. The phase unwrapping problem is common to satellite InSAR, as well

as other applications in signal and optical processing, and has been studied in detail but a

robust solution for InSAR has yet to be found [19—21]. The motion compensation problem

will now be considered.

2.2.2 Airborne InSAR Motion Compensation

The InSAR motion compensation situation is more complicated than in conventional SAR

because two antennas are involved and terrain height estimation requires high phase accuracy

in the processed images. Inter-channel phase bias errors lead directly to biases in the derived

terrain model and must therefore be minimized.

Two approaches to InSAR motion compensation have been demonstrated, but neither has

been analyzed in detail. The first approach is that adopted by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory

(JPL) group. This method involves defining two reference tracks, one for each antenna, and

then applying motion compensation for each channel separately [7, 22, 21, 23]. In the JPL

case the reference tracks are segmented to keep the displacements small to allow for various
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SAR Geometry to
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Figure 2 CCRS InSAR Processing Steps

approximations to be made. The absolute phase of each segment is estimated by using the

Split-Frequency Approach [21]. In addition, the antenna is not yaw steered so processing to

zero Doppler can not be used.

The second approach is used by the Canada Centre for Remote Sensing (CCRS). This

method motion compensates both antennas to the same reference track [18]. This approach
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basically attempts to undo the relative mapping between the two images caused by the parallax.

Any residual mapping is attributed to the unknown terrain effects. The basic processing to date

has not used motion compensation resampling and relies upon control points to resolve the

absolute phase ambiguity. In addition, the antenna is yaw steered, so zero Doppler processing

can be used.

Motion compensation is a complex component of InSAR processing due to the difficulty

in predicting the effects of inertial data errors, unknown terrain elevation effects, and possible

side-effects from the motion compensation operation. In the next chapter a detailed analysis

of single channel motion compensation will be made, specifically considering effects that are

important to interferometry. Next, the InSAR motion compensation problem will be defined

and studied in detail. The primary errors sources will be identified and new approaches to

minimizing their adverse effects will be presented. The developed theory wifi be verified by

simulation of the InSAR imaging and processing situation using modelled and real motion

data. A simple combination of the single and dual reference track approaches will be proposed

that combines the benefits of both. This new processing approach will be demonstrated by

processing actual C-band InSAR data from the CCRS InSAR system.
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Chapter 3 Single Channel Airborne
Motion Compensation

Motion compensation for single channel SAR systems is a complex problem of attempting

to compensate for non-linear motion of the aircraft which occurred during the aperture synthesis.

Complete compensation considers the yaw, pitch, roll, and translational motion of the aircraft.

In order to focus on particular effects that are important for InSAR a number of reasonable

assumptions can be made which will simplify the analysis and allow certain error sources to

be isolated.

31 Assumptions

The following is a list of the main assumptions made for the subsequent analysis:

1. The antenna is yaw steered to zero Doppler. This means that the antenna is assumed to be

pointing perpendicular to the velocity vector of the aircraft.

2. The SAR processing is to zero Doppler.

3. The pitch of the aircraft is fixed.

4. The spacing between transmitted pulses on the ground is kept fixed by adjusting the Pulse

Repetition Frequency (PRF) to be proportional to the aircraft velocity.

5. The inertial data will be assumed to be correct, for the most part.

6. The motion compensation to be applied will be post-flight, apart from those mentioned

in the above list.

7. Translational motion and aircraft roll must be compensated through motion compensation.

For a typical airborne system, such as the CCRS system, most of these assumptions are

reasonable. Errors in the yaw and pitch of the aircraft will lead to radiometric problems but not

phase problems if processing is to zero Doppler. The main limiting factor is the assumption
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that the inertial data is correct. When inertial data errors occur this can lead to defocussing

and mis-registration. These effects have been studied before [24, 15] so will not be considered

here except for their effect on the image phase.

With these assumptions in mind the formulation of motion compensation in the ideal case

will be investigated. This necessitates the development of the echo response from a point

target which depends upon the range history between the antenna and target, called the range

equation. Following this, non-ideal compensation will be investigated considering such issues

as the effect of unknown terrain.

3.2 Ideal Motion Compensation

The ideal case of motion compensation assumes that all the necessary geometrical informa

tion is available for compensation and that there are no processing restrictions. The necessary

compensation can be analyzed by considering how the echo from a point target (or impulse

reflectivity) in the scene is affected by non-linear flight motion. The required compensation

will be described followed by an analysis of an unavoidable side-effect of the phase correction

operation.

3.2.1 Point Target Formulation

The point target formulation considers motion compensation to correctly image a single

point scatterer in a perfectly absorbing background. The radar transmits a linear FM chirp

and the receiver compresses the echo using a matched filter. The time delay of the range

compressed sine-like point spread function (PSF) depends upon the two-way distance the pulse

travelled to the point target [3]. This is called the range equation.

The Range Equation

The ideal range equation is obtained for a straight flight and a flat earth (Figure 3):

R(t) = + v2t2 (3.1)
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where R0 is the slant range of closest approach, v is the aircraft ground velocity, and t is time.

The phase of the range compressed point spread function for each pulse is [3]:

= 4rR(t)
(3.2)

where ) is the carrier wavelength and the phase component due to delays in the radar system

have been removed. The target energy in azimuth can be compressed by using this phase

history to form a matched filter. The slant range R can be expanded in a binomial series to

4th order in t:

v2t2 v4t4
R(t) R0 + — (3.3)

Therefore, the instantaneous Doppler frequency as a function of time is:

1 ô 2vt v4t3
(3.4)

It is clear that the position of the range compressed PSF will vary along the aperture, called

range migration (RCM), according to the range equation. Range cell migration correction

(RCMC) must be performed in order to extract the correct energy. A phase correction is not

applied to compensate for this because it is this Doppler phase history that is required in order

to compress the energy in azimuth. For instance, the quadratic term in the range equation

produces the linear FM part of the Doppler history. When the flight is non-linear the range

equation becomes more complicated.
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delv(t)

Non-linear Flight Motion

When the flight is non-linear the expression for R has a component that represents the

displacement of the antenna from the nominal linear track along the direction of the antenna

to the target. It will be assumed that the along track velocity is constant:

R1(t) JR10(t) + v2t2 (3.5)

where

R10(t) = fn(O, H, R0, delh(t),delv(t)) (3.6)

is the projected distance in the plane of the particular pulse and is a function of many parameters.

When processing a single target only, there are two options:

1. Form a matched filter using R1(t) and process. This involves resampling the range data

to follow the target energy as it migrates due to R1(t). The matched filter will not be

a linear FM chirp.

Vt
Rno(t)

H

Figure 3 Single Target Motion Compensation Geometry
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2, Modify the received data to appear as though the flight were linear, then compress using

normal matched filtering and normal RCMC.

In the second approach, the following calculation is required:

LRe(t) = R1(t) — R(t)

v2t2 1’ v2t2’\ (3.7)
R10(t)+

2R10tj 2R

The following phase correction can then be applied:

= 4TrLRe(t)
(3.8)

as well as a resampling operation to extract the correct target energy along the aperture [15].

The resampling operation is referred to as the motion compensation resampling operation.

Typically, the range compressed data is at baseband and processing after motion compen

sation is based on this assumption. It will now be shown how the required phase correction,

which varies across range, can invalidate this assumption even when the phase history along

azimuth has been adequately corrected [21].

Range Varying Phase Correction (RVPC)

An approximation can be made to the phase correction applied at the zero Doppler pulse

(Equation 3.8) by defining (Figure 4):

d(t) = delv(t)2 + delh(t)2
(3.9)

a(t) = atari2(delh(t), delv(t))

By assuming parallel rays this yields:

R110(t) — R0 d(t) cos (a(t) + 0) (3.10)

giving a phase correction of [21]:

4ir
Lq(t) —,-d(t)cos(a(t)+0) (3.11)
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Antenna

For a given pulse the phase correction varies as a function of the off-nadir angle (0) to the

target. Differentiating Equation 3.11 yields:

A change of variables using:

and

RcosO = H

(3.13)

(3.14)

RT

RnIo(t)

Figure 4 Zero Doppler Applied Motion Compensation Cross-section

where

1/H
0=cos (—

\ Bao

and H is defined in Figure 3.

(3.12)

90
47r

—--d(t) sin (a(t) + 0)

ãzq(t)

8R

80 1

8R Rtan0

yields

______

4ir d(t) sin (a(t) + 0)

This describes the range varying phase correction (RVPC) which has been noted before [211.

RtanO
(3.16)
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This range varying phase correction, which is locally linear, will alter the range spectra

which can invalidate the baseband assumption that is usually made by subsequent processing

steps. By using the following Fourier Transform property an estimate of the resulting range

spectral shift can be made:

.F{g(t)} = (f)
(3.17)

{g(t)e_i2t}
= (f + f°)

The magnitude of the frequency shift can be calculated from the range time varying phase

correction, yielding:

c 1 47rdjj03
=

r )RtanO
(Hz) (3.18)

If the baseband assumption is to be valid all subsequent processing must have transfer functions

with a constant spectral response as well as a sufficiently large range oversampling factor. The

limit on the oversampling factor becomes:

BWr Fr
2 +If0I<-- (3.19)

where BWr is the bandwidth of the range chirp and Fr is the range sampling rate. This

simplifies to:

1

____

DTTT r
J__) V V

or

1 JJos
321

\RtanOBW
< r

where O = - is the oversampling factor. For typical CCRS parameters (Table 1):

1 + O.0321d±1031 < O. (3.22)

This provides a limit to the allowed displacement from the reference track. Given that the

phase modulation varies non-linearly across range, significant distortions to the range spectra

can occur even if the oversampling factor is sufficient.
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Table 1 Typical CCRS Parameters

Parameter Typical Value

Wavelength ). 56.56 mm

Altitude H 6 km

Baseline length b 2.8 m

Baseline angle c 40 degrees

Slant range Rao 10 km

Pulse Repetition Frequency FRF 337 Hz

Processed Aperture T 3 sec 2.23 degrees

Range Bandwidth BW 25 MHz

Range Sampling Rate F 37.5 MHz

Velocity v 130 m/s

One example of subsequent processing that is sensitive to the spectral shift is RCMC,

which is normally accomplished by baseband interpolation. Normal baseband interpolation (I

and Q channels interpolated separately with a baseband kernel) can be performed provided the

range oversampling factor is large enough and the spectrum of the interpolation kernel if flat

and real valued, When the shift becomes large non-baseband interpolation is required. Given

that the shift is range dependent this implies performing interpolation with a range varying

kernel which is undesirable.

Since the range varying phase correction depends upon the displacement from the reference

track, the magnitude of the range spectral shift can be minimized by segmenting the reference

track to follow the aircraft drifts. The consequence of this is that the data becomes discontinuous

along azimuth across the boundaries. Alternately, one might expect that a real-time range gate

delay adjustment can be used (if available in the hardware) to maintain a constant swath center

position. This will help the alignment of the target energy along azimuth but does not help the

range varying phase correction. The range gate delay adjustment does not change the phase

of the echo energy from a given ground scatterer.
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It is important to note that because the displacement from the reference track varies along

track the motion compensation required at each pixel of the raw data depends upon the location

of each target on the ground. This means that in order to perform ideal compensation the

entire aperture for each target on the ground must be processed uniquely and separately. This

leads to prohibitively large computational loads. For this reason non-ideal approximate motion

compensation approaches are usually used, The errors resulting from this will now be analyzed.

3.3 Non-Ideal Motion Compensation

Typical of most engineering problems is the trade-off between the quality of the result

and the resources and time required to generate the result. Given an unlimited amount of

time and computer resources and complete knowledge of the geometry of the situation, ideal

motion compensation could be used. In reality, much more efficient and therefore approximate

solutions are required. This leads to the zero Doppler pulse processing approach that handles

multiple targets at once.

3.3J Zero Doppler Pulse Processing

A second point target will now be added to the previous single target ideal motion

compensation approach to examine how multiple targets can be processed simultaneously.

Multiple Point Targets

By considering Figure 5 it is clear that there are different phase corrections to be applied

for a given range cell of a given pulse depending upon which target you are correcting for, even

if the targets are at the same elevation. As the echoes from each target are overlapped along

the aperture, only one correction can be applied for the pulse at this range bin if the targets are

processed together. The only way to process each target correctly is to process the aperture

separately for each target. But, this is inefficient and is often not necessary. Therefore, one can

use R10(t) for each target [251. In other words, the center of aperture (or zero Doppler) pulse
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is corrected properly for each target but the correction has a small error across its aperture for

each target. This can be called zero Doppler pulse processing.

Pulse

Figure 5 Multiple Target Motion Compensation Geometry

The slant range correction for zero Doppler pulse processing is:

yielding a phase correction of:

zS.R(t) = R10(t) — R0 (3.23)

zq5(t)
= 4ir/.iR(t)

(3.24)

In order to extract the correct target energy the range data must be interpolated to obtain

R10(t) instead of the normal sampling range of R0.

An analysis of the error in the applied motion compensation as the pulse position varies

from the zero Doppler pulse can be made. The difference between the desired phase correction

for target 1 at a given pulse Lqe(t) and the phase correction actually applied at the slant range

delv(t)

Vt
Rnlo(t)

H

Target 2

/et1
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where the echo energy resides q(t) is:

47r / v2t2 v2t2
LS4e(t) — t)

— —

A \nlot) 2
(3 25)

2rv2t2(R0 — R10(t)
A R

By incorporating the parallel ray approximation one gets:

A
2irv2t2d(t) cos (a(t) + 0(t))

Lk/err ) ——

_____________________________

(3.26)
2irv2t2d103(t)
A R

where d108 is the projected line-of-sight displacement. Another way to view this effect is to

consider this error as a mismatch between the FM rates of the corrected data and the matched

filter. This approach is described below.

FM Rate Errors

Motion compensation has attempted to modify the data to appear as thought it was generated

from an ideal trajectory. One important case to consider is when the flight is parallel but offset

from the reference track and the terrain is flat (Figure 6). For this case there is a constant phase

correction applied along the aperture for each azimuth line. The consequence of this is that

the FM rate of the data is unchanged. If the motion compensation had been able to consider

the RCM along the aperture for a single target (ideal compensation) then the FM rate would

have been changed. It is therefore important to use an FM rate for the matched filter that

matches the data, not the reference track, If there is a difference between the effective slant

range of the data and that of the matched filter it is easy to calculate the phase error resulting

from the different FM rates. The FM rate is:

=

(3.27)

so, the phase error is therefore:

iqerr =
= 22t2(,,, — “) (3.28)
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Figure 6 Constant Offset Flight Motion

Notice that this error is of the same form as the multiple target scenario. The effect of this

inherent problem in non-ideal motion compensation can be reduced by adjusting the matched

filter to match the data from the true antenna position rather than from the reference track.

Given that this adaptive matched filter will vary along the aperture as the antenna deviates

from the reference track, it will be necessary to define a nominal filter if compression is

implemented using fast convolution [26]. The residual phase error will be due to an effective

difference in the slant range used to generate the matched filter /Rmf.

In Appendix A the effect of quadratic phase errors on the phase and shape of the compressed

peak has been analyzed. It was found that for quadratic phase errors of less than about ir at

the edge of the processed band, the peak phase error was about one third of what was applied.

This is in agreement with results from [271. From simulation it was found that if the applied

quadratic phase error is less than about ir/2 then the broadening is less than about 5% and the

sidelobe level increases about 4 dB. This is in agreement with results from [24]. Ignoring the

peak phase errors for the moment, a limit on the allowable quadratic phase errors can be made to
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keep the peak deformation reasonable, For instance, one could (somewhat arbitrarily) say that

the phase error must not vary more than - over the aperture. Therefore, from Equation 3.28:

21rV2LRmf (T)2
(3,29)

and

\R2
/Rmf

< v2T2
(m) (3.30)

where LRmf is the displacement of the true antenna position from the one used to generate the

matched filter and T is the duration of the processed aperture. For typical CCRS parameters

(Table 1) this corresponds to a maximum displacement of 37 m between the antenna and the

reference track. This is not normally a problem for the single channel case,

Effects of Range Cell Migration Correction (RCMC)

Another consequence of zero Doppler pulse processing is the coupling effect between the

range varying phase correction (RVPC) and RCMC [21]. Consider again the case of a trajectory

which is offset but parallel to the reference track (Figure 6). RCMC extracts the target energy

following the range migration. Due to the zero Doppler pulse processing and the RVPC the

effective phase correction that is applied for a given target varies along the aperture. The

constant component is the zero Doppler phase correction and the varying component is equal

to the product of the slope of the RVPC and the range cell migration (RCM):

app (t) — R20) + t)1RRcM(t)

-d(t) cos (c(t) + 0)
— (t) + ) (-) (3.31)

47r 2r d(t) sin (c(t) + O)v2t2
—-d(t) cos ((t) + 0) —

R2 tan 0

There are two possible ideal cases to compare this result with. The first is if the data is

expected to be perfectly corrected to the reference track such that the reference track is used
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to define the FM rate of the matched filter, In this case, the ideal applied phase correction

would be:

I4ideal1(t) = —(Ri(t) — R2(t))

47r7 v2t2” 1 1
—— (,(R10 — R2o)

+
—

(3.32)
2 R10 R20

47r 2r d(t) cos (a(t) + O)v2t2
-.--d(t) cos (a(t) + 0) —

R2

Therefore, the resulting quadratic phase error along the aperture, by using

sin (a — b) sin a cos b — cos a sin b (3.33)

is:

err1
2v2t2d(t)

(

((t) + 0)
— sin (o(t) + 0))

R tan (3 34)
2Trv2t2d(t) sin (t)

sin0
The alternative is to assume that effectively a constant phase correction has been applied

along the aperture that has not altered the FM rate. In this case, the filter is matched to the

original position of the antennas. The ideal correction for this approach is:

zq5ideal2(t) = R10 — R20) (3.35)

Therefore, the resulting quadratic phase error along the aperture is:

_____

2vtd(t) (sin (a(t) +0)
err2

‘ 9t
/.R(t

— tan i
(3.36)

This quadratic phase error is slightly smaller, on average, than the previous one, therefore, the

antenna positions should be used to define the filters.

If a peak error is estimated using the perpendicular to the line-of-sight displacement

component, one obtains:

A

__________

2 (.AR tan0
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Furthermore, if a limit of ir/2 is placed on the quadratic phase error, the maximum allowed

displacement from the reference track is:

,\R2tanO
d103

< 4v2t2
(m) (3.38)

For typical CCRS parameters (Table 1) this yields:

djj08 <49 m (3.39)

The easiest way to reduce this effect is to segment the reference track to follow the antenna

along track so that the displacement is small enough to produce insignificant range varying

spectral shifts. But, this leads to discontinuous phase data.

3.3.2 Effects of Unknown Terrain

Another important source of error is the unknown terrain elevation, When the elevation

of the scene patch (or point target) is unknown it is impossible to correctly calculate the slant

range shift that occurred [15]. An approximation is to resample to the R,10(t) points and apply

the phase correction assuming flat terrain at the reference level (Figure 7). It should be noted

that the resampling will only extract the correct part of the echo when the target is actually

at the reference level.
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The applied phase correction assuming flat terrain at the reference level is:

qmc(applied) = — Rao) (3.40)

for the zero Doppler pulse of a particular target. The proper correction is:

cbmc(ideal) —f(R4h
— Baa) (3.41)

The error in the applied phase correction is therefore:

err = mc(app1ied) — mc(ideal) = —(R0— Rjh) (3.42)

When the slant range distances are expanded in a binomial series and parallel rays are assumed,

one obtains (Appendix B):

err(t)
4hd103(t)

(343)
)Rao sin 0(t)

29
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RT

A: antenna position

RT: reference track

Rao

Reference Level

Figure 7 Motion Compensation to a Reference Track



where 8(t) is the assumed angle to the target which will vary according to the geometry, and

d±10(t) = d(t) sin (a(t) + 0(t) +
(t))

(3.44)

is the component of the displacement that is perpendicular to the line-of-sight direction, and

z0(t) 0h — Oao is the error in the assumed angle to the target.

It is clear that as the flight deviation varies with time (d(t) and a(t) change) and so will

the error in the applied phase correction. If the displacement has a constant offset term with a

smaller time varying term the constant term will produce a phase bias along the aperture which

will be unaltered by the compression operation.

The form of the phase error is very nearly the same as the form of the flight motion. For

instance, a linear deviation from the reference track along the aperture leads to approximately

a linear phase error. The same is true for quadratic and higher order motions. This can be

seen by noting that the sine term will be approximately linear in a(t) provided the variation

is small, When the angular variation is large d(t) must be small (close to the reference track)

resulting in a very small non-linear component. One can therefore proceed to analyze the effect

of linear and higher order cross-track flight motions by examining the effects on compression

of linear and higher order phase errors along the aperture. This has been described in detail

in Appendix A and C.

Cross-track Velocity

Appendix C examines the effect of linear phase errors on the compression of a linear FM

pulse. It was found that the peak is shifted in position, identical in shape, and has a phase

error at the compressed peak. More specifically, a linear phase error = 7rL produces a shift

in the compressed peak position of:

= —& = 4rv2ôt
(sec.) (3.45)
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where K is the FM rate. The corresponding phase error at the peak is:

— L2 — R0 (N2 346err
— 4K 8v2 at)

This shift and phase error can be put in terms of changes to the motion compensation

phase errors along the aperture:

4irh ad108(t)
(3 47)

at at .\RsinO Ot

The derivatives involving the off-nadir angle are ignored as they do not contribute appreciably.

The unknown parameter required to predict the shift is the target elevation (or equivalently the

correct off-nadir angle). If an estimate of this were available one could predict the shift and

correct for it. The same is true of the phase error at the peak. The resulting shift is:

h ad8
—

. (sec.) (3.48)
v2srnO at

If this is limited to less than one sample then:

2
‘-‘Llos V SIll

3 49
hFRF

where FRF is the Pulse Repetition Frequency. For typical CCRS parameters (Table 1) this

yields:

d10 40 m
(3 50)

at <hs

When the phase error at the peak is evaluated one obtains:

2Trh2 (ad1052
4peak

ARv2 sin2 at ) (3.51)

The limits on the phase error of the compressed data depends upon the use for the data. For

interferometry this effect is negligible.
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Cross-track Acceleration

It is difficult to predict analytically the effect of non-linear phase errors on the compressed

peak PSF. In Appendix A an approximate analysis is given for the effect of quadratic phase

errors on the phase and shape of the compressed peak. This corresponds to uniform translational

acceleration coupled with unknown terrain. Ignoring the peak phase errors for the moment

one can place a limit on the allowable quadratic phase errors to keep the peak deformation

reasonable (to be less than . over the aperture). It is desirable to extend this limit to represent

maximum flight motions given a particular imaging situation.

It is shown in Appendix B that the largest variation in the phase error occurs for motion

perpendicular to the line-of-sight of the radar. This is interesting as the phase of the received

signal is sensitive to displacements in the line-of-sight direction. But, for terrain induced phase

errors of concern is the variation of this error as a function of flight motion. The approximate

maximum phase error from Equation 3,43 is:

4K h zd08
352Yerrmax

Rao sinO

where dJjø8max is the maximum flight motion displacement perpendicular to the line-of-

sight. If one limits this motion to be such that the motion compensation phase variation over

the aperture is less than from uniform acceleration, this yields:

/ \2

-ajj08 = ..ajjosT2 (3.53)

The resulting upper limit on uniform acceleration is:

,\RaosiriO fm’
ajj03 < 1 (3.54)

ni

For typical CCRS parameters (Table 1) this is:

ajj05 < () (3.55)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity.
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3.3.3 Effects of No Motion Compensation Resampling

Up to this point in the analysis the range gate delay adjustment of the echo energy, which

is the motion compensation resampling operation, has been mostly ignored. SAR processing

is most sensitive to phase but still relies on the signal strength. Some simplifications to the

phase processing result if the range gate delay adjustment is ignored because the slant range

sample spacing is constant. The effect of this is now considered.

If resampling had not been done and the processing had simply sampled the range data at

fixed slant range values and phase compensated these samples then the effect of turbulent flight

is to produce some uncompensated range cell migration (RCM). Uncompensated RCM leads

to broadening in both the range and azimuth directions. Figures 8 and 9 show flight profiles

for the two cases of resampling and no resampling, indicating from where on flat terrain the

samples would be taken, Figure 10 shows an example of the no-resampling case.

The error in the sampled slant range for a particular pulse from Figure 10 is:

/.R(t) R8 — R0 (3.56)

One can approximate the difference in the slant range values by considering Figure 11. The

difference is approximately the projected line-of-sight displacement from the center of aperture

position (An):

— R0 x(t) sin(t) i4,(t) (3.57)

Given that typical flight motion over an aperture is small compared with the slant range

resolution, this effect is not expected to produce significant broadening. This will be confirmed

by simulation in Chapter 5.

An alternative to motion compensation resampling is to have a real-time range gate delay

adjustment which maintains a constant ground range at the swath center. This range gate
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Figure 8 Flight Profile Without Resampling

delay adjustment alters the start time of the echo receive window. This will provide a rough

compensation for aircraft drift but only correctly compensates for one slant range (assuming

the terrain assumption is correct as well).

3.3.4 Extension to Clutter Data

So far the analysis has considered the effect of motion compensation errors on point targets.

Since typical imaged terrain has many contributing scatterers per resolution cell one must extend

the results to consider this. Given that the aircraft flight motions are essentially constant during

the time corresponding to a single resolution cell (of order 30 ms) it is reasonable to expect that

all contributing scatterers for a given sample value are affected by the motion in an identical

V

Constant R varying 9
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Figure 9 Flight Profile With Resampling

way. For instance, all the point spread functions corresponding to the contributing scatterers

will be broadened or shifted by the same amount because each scatterer will experience the

same phase error along the aperture. This means that all scatterers will be altered by the same

amount leading to an altered clutter value.

3.3.5 Effects of Inertial Data Errors

In the preceding analysis the position of the antennas was assumed to be correct. In reality,

there will be errors in the inertial data. Inertial data errors basically fall into two categories:

high frequency errors and low frequency drifts. The high frequency errors have periods that

Motion Compensation With Resampling
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/
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/
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Figure 11 Cross-section of Neglecting Resampling Geometry

are short compared to the processed aperture. The low frequency drifts have periods that are

long compared with the processed aperture.

Vt

Re

H

Figure 10 Neglecting Motion Compensation Resampling

aperture center position A
Ac

delv(O)

Re

Rts
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The low frequency drifts will yield effectively constant antenna position errors during an

aperture synthesis. These errors will behave much like the errors due to the unknown terrain

and will depend upon the motion during the aperture. For instance, a roll bias will behave very

similarly to an error in the assumed target elevation because it is basically a rotation error in the

geometry. Most biases, such as a roll bias, are small and should not have a significant impact

at the motion compensation stage. Some work has been done to determine upper bounds on

inertial data errors for a specific system by simulation [17]. In addition, a more general rule

has been proposed that for a maximum broadening of 10% the phase errors must be less than

K!2 when the period is greater than the processed aperture [24]. In terms of INS errors this

corresponds to about 7 mm for the CCRS C-band system.

The high frequency errors translate into small high frequency errors in the antenna position

estimates, which in turn become high frequency phase correction errors along the aperture.

Limits on the allowable high frequency phase errors in terms of the impulse response of the

system have been analyzed [24, 28]. To maintain an Integrated Side Lobe Ratio (ISLR) of at

least —20 dB, one standard deviation of the high frequency phase error must be less than about 6

degrees. In terms of INS errors this corresponds to about 0.5 mm for the CCRS C-band system.

A preliminary investigation into the effect on the resulting phase of the impulse response has

been made [29]. This will be extended further in the following section.

Directional Random Walk for Point Targets

The effect of high frequency (or random) phase errors on the phase of the azimuth

compression result can be modelled. Azimuth compression can be thought of as the repeated

summation of complex samples. When there are errors in the phases this will lead to peak

deformation and phase distortion. To simplify the problem, consider only the resultant of the

summation that yields the complex peak value. Furthermore, assume that the expected phase
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of the compressed peak is zero. Each sample that contributes to this summation is the result

of the complex multiplication of the data sample with an estimate of the complex conjugate

of that sample. The matched filter attempts to remove any imaginary component in the data

sample leaving a purely real result. When there is no noise and the filter is perfectly matched

then the peak value will be purely real valued because every vector summed will be directed

along the positive real axis in the complex plane. When noise is present or the filter is not

correctly matched in phase, the contributing sample will have an imaginary component. The

complex peak value can be modelled as the result of what could be called a directional random

walk. Each sample in the summation can be thought of as taking a step in the complex plane

in the general direction of the positive real axis but with a small random direction error.

The statistics of the complex summation result for the case of communication theory

problems has been studied [30]. The summation can be characterized by:

Re = X + jY
=

(3.58)

where each contribution Ae’ is independent and the expectation of Y is zero (expect zero

phase). The A’s can be regarded as the modulated scattering strength along azimuth including

any compression windowing. The calculation of phase variance at the peak is carried out in

Appendix D for Gaussian phase noise. The variance to be solved is:

2 <(x—)2> <y2>
- =

- (3.59)
X2

The resulting phase variance using integrals from [31] is:

=
(1 —

e2) A

(3.60)
2e° (N 2

L i=1
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where cr is the variance of the Gaussian phase noise and the A ‘s represent the compression

weighting. When there is uniform weighting this reduces to:

/ 2

(1 —

=
2 (3.61)

2N ed’

The validity of this model to describe the phase smoothing ability of compression of a point

target was verified using simulation with typical parameters for SAR. The simulation results

agreed to very high precision with the theory. The intuitive explanation for the significant

smoothing observed (‘-.‘ -) is that the compression operation has little effect on the distribution

of the phase noise within the data but collapses most of the signal energy into a small region.

The phase noise at the compressed peak is very small due to the significant increase in the

signal to noise ratio at that point.

INS Errors for C’utter Data

When the resulting phase errors for the clutter data case is considered very different results

are obtained. Previous work [29] and repeated simulations and real data processing in the

current work have demonstrated that random phase errors are not smoothed when the signal is

clutter data. The real data experiments added random phase noise to uncompressed SAR data

and compared the focussed results with the noiseless compressed image. There was no evidence

of smoothing. The resulting phase errors depended upon the specific processing conditions,

such as the processed beamwidth. The intuitive understanding of this is that the clutter to noise

ratio at a particular pixel is unchanged by compression. The individual point target responses

are focussed but the overall signal strength at any one point is, on average, unchanged. This

means that high frequency phase errors are transferred to the compressed image result without

the effect of smoothing.
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33.6 Summary of Single Channel Errors and Constraints

In ideal motion compensation all the required geometric parameters are known and there

is no restrictions placed on the processing. This leads to accurate compensation except that

the range varying phase correction induces a range spectral shift. This can be minimized by

keeping the reference track close to the antenna position by segmenting the track.

In realistic processing situations non-ideal motion compensation must be used. In this

scenario multiple targets must be processed together and certain important information, such as

the terrain elevation, is not known. This leads to various errors (Table 2). Given the assumptions

made at the beginning of the chapter the following tables summarize the phase errors occurring

in single channel non-ideal motion compensation and the limitations these errors place on the

imaging configuration and flight motion. The zero Doppler pulse processing leads to phase

errors along the uncompressed azimuth data due to multiple target processing, possible FM

rate errors, and the coupling between the range varying phase correction and RCMC. Given

that the target elevation is not typically known, assuming flat terrain also leads to phase errors

along the aperture. Inertial data errors translate into phase correction errors along the aperture

proportional to the error in the antenna position. This leads to peak deformation and phase

errors.

Table 3 indicates how these errors translate into limitations on the allowed flight motion

for a given imaging configuration. Specific numbers are included for the nominal CCRS case.

• Errors in the slant range value used to generate the matched filters will cause peak

broadening.

• The coupling between the range varying phase correction (RVPC) and RCMC produces

peak broadening that depends upon the displacement from the reference track perpendicular

to the line-of-sight direction.
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Table 2 Single Channel Phase Errors

Physical Effect Phase Error Along Aperture

Multiple Target Consideration

2irv2t2d03 (t)
cerr(t)

FM Rate Errors

27rv2t2/Rmf
/-‘4err(t)

AR2

Range Cell Migration Correction

2irv2t2dj103(t)
Lcerr(t)

AR2 tan

Unknown Terrain Elevation

4ir h dj0(t)
err() ARsinO

Inertial Data Errors

Lqerr(t)

• The range varying phase correction (RVPC) causes a non-linear range spectral shift which

depends upon the displacement from the reference track perpendicular to the line-of-sight

direction. This can be an important factor when subsequent processing is considered.

• The effect of unknown terrain is to produce peak broadening for acceleration perpendicular

to the line-of-sight direction and a peak shift for velocity perpendicular to the line-of-sight

direction.

• The effect of inertial data errors is to produce peak broadening and phase errors. For high

frequency errors there is significant smoothing for point targets but not for clutter data.

In addition, neglecting to resample for motion compensation will lead to some PSF deformation.
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Table 3 Single Channel Motion Compensation Limitations (CCRS Typical)

Physical Effect Limitation

FM Rate Errors 5% broadening:

\fl2
/Rmf

< vT
<37m

Range Cell Migration Correction 5% broadening:

,\R2tan
d±103 <

v2T2
<49m

Displacement Offset Range Oversampling Factor Or:
(range varying phase correction)

2cdjj08

\RtanOBWr
<

1 + 1.032 k&uosI < Or

Unknown Terrain Elevation 5% broadening:

AR sin 0
ajj05 <

hT2
5g m

<——
h s2

one sample shift:

öd±108 v2 sin0
öt hPRF

40 m
<——

hs

Inertial Data Errors High Frequency INS Errors
Clutter Data: no smoothing
Point Target:

/ 2
I 1 — e°

2 \
°9 2

2N
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Chapter 4 Motion Compensation for Interferometry

Now that the foundations of motion compensation for a single channel SAR have been

formed, it is now possible to consider the specific problem of motion compensation for InSAR.

This chapter will begin by defining the assumptions made and the requirements of motion

compensation for InSAR. Following this, ideal motion compensation will be investigated and

the corresponding interpretation of the differential phase of the interferogram. The required

interpretation for non-ideal motion compensation will then be analyzed for the case of single

and dual reference tracks. Finally, InSAR errors resulting from non-ideal compensation will

be investigated by extending the preceding single channel error analysis to the two channel

case under the same assumptions.

4.1 Assumptions

The assumptions made are the same as those presented in the previous chapter, namely:

1. Both antennas are yaw steered to zero Doppler. This means that both antennas are assumed

to be pointing perpendicular to the velocity vector of the aircraft.

2. The SAR processing is to zero Doppler for both channels.

3. The pitch of the aircraft is fixed.

4. The spacing between transmitted pulses on the ground is kept fixed by adjusting the Pulse

Repetition Frequency (PRF) to be proportional to the aircraft velocity.

5. The inertial data will be assumed to be correct, for the most part.

6. The motion compensation to be applied will be post-flight, apart from those mentioned

in the above list.

7. Translational motion and aircraft roll must be compensated through motion compensation.
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These basic assumptions are consistent with the CCRS Convair 580 InSAR system [18], and the

Environmental Research Institute of Michigan (ERIM) IFSARE system in strip-map mode [32].

4.2 InSAR Motion Compensation Requirements

SAR Interferometry is concerned with extracting the phase difference between two pro

cessed images, pixel by pixel, in order to estimate the terrain elevation, InSAR is no longer

concerned with the “focus” of the image in terms of its radiometric appearance, but rather how

the focus affects the estimate of the phase, and in turn the estimate of elevation. This requires

viewing the motion compensation and azimuth compression stages of conventional airborne

SAR in a different way.

For example, InSAR is not affected by large phase bias errors that exist in each channel

provided they are common to both and thus cancel out in the differential phase. As the two

antennas are rigidly connected on the aircraft, much of the motion experienced by each channel

will be common to both. Therefore, phase errors resulting from the common flight motion may

not degrade the interferometer. What affects the height estimate is differential phase biases

and differential phase variances, which translate into height estimate biases and height estimate

variances.

In a recent paper by Bamler and Just [27], a frequency domain analysis was conducted

to evaluate the effect on the differential phase of differences in the transfer functions be

tween channels. For distributed homogenous targets the signals for the two channels can be

characterized by:

S1 = (4.1)

82 = R2e382 (4.2)
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where each is a circular Gaussian random variable [101. The expected differential phase bias

was shown to be the phase of the inter-channel correlation coefficient [27]:

bias = arg (‘y) (4.3)

* f HA(f)H(f)df<s1s2> —00

7= =

______________

(4.4)
vSi9’><S2> 00

HA(f)2IHB(f)2df

where < > is the expectation operator, and HA(f) is the transfer function of channel A, and

HB(f) is the transfer function of channel B. The probability density function of the differential

phase can be shown to be (page 46 of [331):

()
=

i _2) (45)

where

/3= 7I°() (4.6)

The corresponding variance has no closed form solution, but can be evaluated numerically:

4 =f p()d (4.7)

This work formalizes the idea that differences in the transfer functions lead to differential phase

biases or increased differential phase variances. For instance, if the motion compensation errors

lead to differences in the PSF’ s between channels this will lead to a decrease in the inter-channel

correlation and therefore an increased differential phase variance. It is shown in Appendix E

that the inter-channel correlation coefficient factor due to inter-channel azimuth broadening of

j > 1 is:

7CC— (4.8)

for sinc-like point spread functions. Therefore, inter-channel broadening of about 10 percent

leads to a correlation factor of about 0.95.
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But, this does not mean that defocussing common to both channels has no effect on the

InSAR system. The amount of phase noise from certain sources, such as baseline decorrelation

[10], depends upon the transfer function in each channel. In addition, a more local estimate

of the terrain elevation is achieved with a narrower point spread function (PSF). Given that

the height estimate is very sensitive to the differential phase, significant spatial averaging is

required in InSAR to facilitate phase unwrapping and reduce the variance of the estimate. This

relaxes the localization requirements because the averaging will typically take place over many

resolution lengths. But, the narrower the PSF the more uncorrelated the samples are and thus

better phase smoothing will be accomplished. The amount of spatial averaging may need to be

reduced when the local elevation variation is large in order to avoid differential phase aliasing,

This will increase the sensitivity to focussing problems.

Once the differential phase has been calculated it must be unwrapped into the absolute phase

by adding some multiple of 2w. This is a two dimensional problem which requires continuity in

the differential phase [191. If the differential phase is discontinuous, for instance by reference

track segmentation, then the unwrapping process becomes very complicated. Discontinuities

will be inevitable in rugged terrain due to shadow and layover effects but should not be caused

by motion compensation mechanisms.

In summary, identical, high resolution, geometrically correct, PSFs are desired for InSAR

mapping. Phase errors in the compressed images that are common to both channels cancel

out in the interferogram’s differential phase. InSAR motion compensation has some of the

conventional requirements, such as resolution and sidelobe level control, that exists in the

single channel case. But, the primary concern is to maintain the similarity in the transfer

functions between the two channels. Differential phase errors should be minimized at all costs.

In addition, the differential phase should be continuous for phase unwrapping. The ability to

meet these requirements of motion compensation for InSAR will now be examined for the
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single and dual reference track approaches.

43 Ideal Motion Compensation

Ideal motion compensation for InSAR is very similar to the single channel scenario. Two

parallel reference tracks can be defined, one for each channel. Given precise knowledge of

the entire imaging geometry, including inertial data and terrain information, each target on

the ground is processed independently as prescribed in the ideal single channel case. The

compensated range compressed data then emulates transmission and reception from the two

parallel tracks. The transmit/receive channel is processed as in the single channel case, but,

the receive-only channel calculates corrections based on the transmission from the two-way

antenna and reception at the one-way antenna.

As was the case in the single channel scenario there is a range varying phase correction

that depends upon the displacement of each channel from its reference track. The possible side-

effects from subsequent processing were outlined in the previous chapter, but, for InSAR the

concern is what will lead to differential phase errors. If the displacements from the reference

tracks are almost identical in each channel one would expect that the phase errors would

essentially cancel out. This will be investigated further in Section 4.4.5.

Another approach could be to motion compensate both channels to the same reference

track. If ideal compensation was carried out then the resulting differential phase would be zero

everywhere because the phase would be the same in both channels (ignoring other effects such

as noise). The usefulness of such an approach seems remote at present but it highlights the

main differences between the two main approaches to motion compensation for InSAR, namely,

using single and dual reference tracks. The single reference track approach attempts to undo

the relative mapping between the two channels. The dual reference track, on the other hand,
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attempts to make the parallax be with respect to the two reference tracks. The two approaches

require different interpretations of the resulting differential phase.

4.3.1 Dual Reference Track Assuming Ideal Compensation

The approach taken by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) [21, 22] is to assume that ideal

motion compensation has been performed and they proceed to interpret the differential phase

from the two reference tracks (Figure 12). The interpretation of the differential phase used is

based purely on triangulation from the reference tracks (RTa, RTb):

= (Rtah —
(4.9)

The target coordinates are measured from the channel B reference track, requiring 0b and Rtbh.

Quoting their results [21, 22]:

= cos1 (cog /i1 sin (8,
—

— sin sin (Ob —

(4.10)

where
ID ).DP’2 122 z2
kibh

— E) — ‘tbh — VRT
Slfliub—c)

hURT “tbh

and

=—cxab (4.12)

This approach does not consider the possible biases that result when motion compensation

is performed assuming flat terrain at some reference level. This assumption is required for

InSAR because the terrain is not known apriori.

If there are large drifts from the reference tracks then segmentation of the reference tracks

will be required due to the range varying phase correction (RVPC) problems. This will result

in discontinuous differential phase because the interpretation of the differential phase is from

the two reference track positions. This will complicate the phase unwrapping process.
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Bc

4.4 Non-Ideal Motion Compensation

Given that InSAR would be superfluous if the terrain elevation was initially known ideal

motion compensation is not possible for InSAR. At best, each individual target could be

processed as in the single channel ideal case but with flat terrain assumed. As in the single

channel case, this is very computationally intensive and therefore zero Doppler pulse processing

is most often used. In this section, two new approaches to interpreting the differential phase

by considering the biases caused by unknown terrain will be presented. Following this, the

Figure 12 Double Reference Track Geometry
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effects on the InSAR height estimate, due to the same sources of errors treated in the single

channel case, will be investigated.

4.4.1 Single Reference Track with Unknown Terrain

The single reference track approach to motion compensation was first used for InS AR by

the Canada Centre for Remote Sensing (CCRS) [25, 18]. Both channels are phase compensated

to the same reference track using the geometry of Figure 13, assuming the terrain is flat at

some reference level. For the following analysis the arc on which the target lies is assumed

to be centered at the channel A antenna. An equally valid view centered on the channel B

antenna could be used. The fact that there is a choice highlights the fact that the two channels

are not perfectly registered due to the unknown terrain. When clutter data is processed the best

3D position estimate for the pixel is essentially midway between the two results.

Bc

Figure 13 Single Reference Track Geometry

Ac: channel A aperture center position
Bc: channel B aperture center position

b

Ya

Reference Track Rbh

Reference Level
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The applied phase correction for each channel assuming channel A is transmit/receive and

channel B is receive-only is (Figure 13):

cbA(applied) = —(R0— Rao)

2ir
(4.13)

qB(applzed) = _T((Rt0 — Rao) + (R0 — Rbo))

If ideal compensation had been applied (by virtue of 0 being known):

qA(ideal) = —-(Rh — Rah)
(4.14)

2ir
cbB(zdeal) = —T((Rth — Rah) + (Rth — Rbh))

the differential phase would be zero everywhere because the relative phase mapping due to the

parallax would have been removed,

Due to the realities of non-ideal compensation it is necessary to make a “center of aperture

assumption”. The assumption is that motion compensation and the resulting differential phase

of a compressed image sample of the interferogram is due only to the relative geometry of

the InSAR system at the zero Doppler pulse. If the applied phase correction for a given

pixel is “backed” out after compression, the resulting differential phase is due simply to the

instantaneous relative geometry of the antennas and target for that pulse [181. In addition, the

inter-channel registration resampling that is performed on the range compressed data is assumed

to carry over into the azimuth compressed data unchanged. The center of aperture assumption

is in fact correct for trajectories which are parallel but offset from the reference track(s). This

is the case because the applied phase correction is constant for a given slant range cell along

the aperture and azimuth compression therefore does not alter the constant phase correction.

By invoking the center of aperture assumption the differential phase will be zero for scene

patches that have the same elevation as the reference level because the motion compensation

for these patches will have been done properly. The differential phase will be non-zero for any

scene patch whose elevation differs from the reference level. The value of this phase is the

difference in the errors in the phase correction applied between the two channels due to the
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reference level assumption. These errors depend upon the imaging geometry and can be related

explicitly to the elevation of the scene patch relative to the reference level. This interpretation

applies for slowly varying drifts of the aircraft from the reference track. Higher frequency

motions coupled with the unknown terrain will cause phase errors that deviate from the center

of aperture assumption. These errors will be considered in Section 4.4.3.

The resulting single reference track differential phase 4) can easily be shown to be

(Appendix F):

4) = (qA(applied) — cA(zdeal)) — (qB(applied) — gB(ideal))

2ir (4.15)
= _T(R_)

The off-nadir angle 0ah’ measured from the instantaneous antenna position A, can be obtained

in terms of known and measured parameters from simple trigonometry:

Rh b2 + R0 + 2bRao COS (cxab + 0ah)
(4.16)

R0 = b2 + R0 + 2bRao COS (aab + Oao)

yielding:

4) R2a0 + 2bRao COS (a + 0ah) — Rbo) (4.17)

and rearranging terms:

0ah
(( +R60)— b2 — Ro)

— ab (4.18)

The scene patch elevation above the reference level is (Figure 13):

hYa.RCOSO (4.19)

By expanding the slant range values in a binomial series the following approximate solution

results:

0ah C0S1 + COS (Oao + aab)) — aab (4.20)
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Using the channel B antenna as the arc center, by symmetry the following results:

0bh + (0io + 0ab) — aab (4.21)
\2-Irb j

A more accurate position estimate can be obtained by using the slant range:

R—
ao+ bo (422

2

and the off-nadir angle:

°ah + 0bh (4.23)

measured from the center of the antenna baseline. The sensitivity of the height estimate to

errors in the differential phase can be shown to be:

Oh \RsinO
(424)

2bSfl(O+ab)

The single reference track differential phase (Equation 4.15) is independent of the reference

track positions. Rather, it depends upon the actual slant range to the target from channel B

(Rbh) relative to the slant range used for resampling channel B to register with channel A at

the reference level (R&o). If the reference track is segmented along azimuth to better follow

the drifts of the aircraft, the differential phase will still be continuous provided the reference

level is continuous across the segments. This is a very important feature of the single reference

track approach.

Another benefit of the single reference track approach comes from the fact that the

differential phase wifi vary depending upon the variation of the terrain about the assumed

reference level. In other words, the flat earth fringes have been removed. This implies that

the range spectrum of the interferogram is approximately at baseband. This simplifies the

phase smoothing operation because the flat earth fringe rate, inherent in the dual reference

track approach, does not need to be considered. Typically, the phase smoothing would have
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to estimate the local fringe rate and smooth about this slope [19]. But, in either case range

filtering of the interferogram must be considered carefully so as not to break the required

symmetry of the spectrum [34].

4.4.2 Dual Reference Track with Unknown Terrain

One thing that is missing in the ideal motion compensation dual reference track interpre

tation of the differential phase is consideration of the phase errors in each channel that result

from motion compensation assuming flat terrain. When these systematic terrain induced phase

errors are included (or equivalently, motion compensation is backed out after compression)

a new double reference track approach is obtained. The approach proceeds as in the single

reference track case by considering the difference in the errors in the applied phase correction

between channels. The center of aperture assumption is used here in the same was as in the

single track case. Therefore, this approach attempts to handle errors due to unknown terrain

coupled with slowly varying drifts from the reference tracks.

The applied and ideal phase correction in channel A is (Figure 12):

gA(applied) = Rtao — Rao)

4
(4.25)

cA(ideal) = _“f(Rtah — Rah)

The channel B (receive-only) applied and ideal phase correction is:

cB(applied) — Rao) + (Rtb0 — Rbo))

2
(4.26)

qB(ideal) f((Rtah — Rah) + (Rtbh — Rbh))

The resulting differential phase will be the ideal component (Equation 4.9) plus the difference

in the errors (Appendix G):

= Rtah —

(cA(applied) — qA(Ideal)) — (cB(applied) —q5B(ideal)) (4.27)

= (Rtao — Rib0 + Rbo Rbh)
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The off-nadir angle °ah can be explicitly related to the measured differential phase and other

known parameters using Equation 4.16:

0ah + =

(((F + Rtao — Rtbc, + Rbo)2 — Rao “\ (4.28)

2bRao )
By expanding the slant range values in binomial series the following approximate solution

results:
0ah +

i (4.29)
cos1

((i) ( + Rtao — Rtb0) + COS (Oao +

Again, the symmetric formulation using the channel B antenna as the arc center leads to:

°bh + aab

1 ) (4.30)
cos1

((i) ( + Rtao — Rb0) + CoS(Oao + aab))

The unbiased position estimates use the same Equations 4.22-4.23 as before. The conventional

approach measures the off-nadir angle from the reference track but the single and new double

track approaches measure from the instantaneous antenna positions. This is consistent with the

backing out motion compensation viewpoint.

The differential phase bias error that the new dual reference track approach recovers, that

is inherent to the conventional approach, is shown in Appendix G to be:

E(A)-E(B)

(27rhbl0N (4.31)
— aab)

For unsegmented reference tracks, rugged terrain, and typical aircraft motion, this can corre

spond to height estimation biases of several meters. If the reference tracks are segmented to

remain close to the antennas and the antenna and reference track baseline angles are similar,

the errors become quite small.

The sensitivity of the height estimate to differential phase errors is identical to the single

track case (Equation 4.24). But, the differential phase depends upon the reference track
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position through Rtao and Rtb0. This means that reference track segmentation will result

in discontinuous differential phase across the boundaries which wifi complicate the phase

unwrapping process. One solution to this is to undo the originally applied phase correction

to each channel after compression. The resulting differential phase is then interpreted with

respect to the instantaneous antenna positions, removing the reference track dependence and

making the differential phase continuous. Another more efficient approach that combines the

single and dual track approaches to obtain the benefits of both wifi be described later in this

chapter (Section 4.5.2).

4.4.3 Effects of Unknown Terrain

When the terrain is assumed to be flat at the reference level and there are higher frequency

flight motions then there will be phase errors that vary along the aperture for each channel.

This was analyzed already for the single channel case (Section 3.3.2). For InSAR, of concern is

the difference in these phase errors. The error in each channel has the same form. Specifically,

for channel A (from Appendix B):

a(t)
8irda(t)

(aa(t) + O(t)
+ t))

sin
(t))

(4.32)

where Oa(t) is the assumed angle to the target, and zO(t) is the error in that assumed angle.

All of these parameters will change along the aperture for a given target due to the changing

flight motion. It is shown in Appendix F that for the single reference track case the phase error

for channel B is the same as channel A plus an additional term:

b(t) LqSa(t) + Lqab(t)

a(t) + sin (aab(t) + Oao(t) +
9(t))

sin
(o(t)) 4.33

where b is the baseline length between the two antennas (fixed) and aab(t) is the off-vertical

angle of the baseline (aircraft roll angle). The portion of this relative term that is constant

along the aperture will appear as a bias in the differential phase. This is precisely what is
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considered in the preceding interpretations of the differential phase that includes the unknown

terrain effects, Further approximations, following Appendix F, yields:

/ 27rhbJj08(t)
/babjt) (4.34)

AR sin 0

where

I 0ao+0ah”\b08 bs1n jab +
2 J (4.35)

The same analysis can be done for the dual reference track case (Appendix G), yielding:

Lq5a(t)
87rda(t)

sin (ca(t) + 0a0(t) +
z0;(t)) (LOa(t))

b(t)
8lrdb(t)

(t + Obo(t) +
LOb(t)) (0(t)) (4.36)

= a(t) + /.4ab(t)

The difference in the errors is shown in Appendix G to be:

ab(t) = (Rtao — Rah + Rtbh — Rtb0 + Rb0 — Rbh) (4.37)

Expanding these slant ranges in binomial series yields (Appendix G):

4ab(t)

I27rbRT’\—
A

)(cos (aRT + Oao) — (RT + Oah))+

() (cos (aab(t) + Oao(t)) — COS (aab(t) + Oah(t)))
(4.38)

/47rbRT’\ . I L0”\ . (L’x0’
A ,) Sifl cXRT + Oao + ——} sm —

/ z0(t)’\ . /L0(t)
S1 + 0a0(t) +

2 ) Sifl
2

The first sinusoidal term involving the reference track is constant for a given target because

the reference track is fixed over the aperture. The second sinusoidal term is identical to the

residual phase error in the single reference track case. This term varies along the aperture

governed by aircraft roll and translation. Therefore, the interpretation of the differential phase

is different between the two approaches but the phase errors due to unknown terrain coupled

with higher frequency flight motion are the same (Equation 4.34).
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Aircraft Roll

It is useful to evaluate how the difference term (Equation 4.34) varies along the aperture,

as this will indicate the source of differential phase errors. The effect of a changing roll angle

dominates over the effect of the changing angles to the target. Assuming the roll angle variation

is very small and expanding in a Taylor’s series:

ab(t) ab(O) + (a(t) — aab(0)) (4.39)
Oaab

and

9ab 4Kb / /zON

ab
COS ab(t) + Oao + Sill (4,40)

with

b108 = bcos (nab +
Oao + Oah) (4.41)

yields:

ab(t) ab(0) +
2Khb103

(ab(t) — ab(0))
)RsinO

A I (rl\
2K iosaa&(t)

sin 0

where /c(t) is the variation in the roll angle about the center of aperture position. Of

interested is the time varying term, as the bias will be removed in later processing and does

not affect compression. This yields a varying differential phase error along the aperture of:

21rhb1oZXca(t)
(4.43)

)Rsin0

Angular Velocity For linearly varying roll one might expect to observe a relative mis-

positioning between the two channels due to the unknown terrain elevation. Using the results

of linear phase errors on compression from Appendix C one can define:

2Khblosab(t)
= (4.44)

).RsinO
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Differentiating yields:

27rhb103 azaab(t)
irL (4.45)

)Rsin8 9t

The resulting differential phase at the peak is:

— “rh2b (OLS.aabN2
(446)

4K — 2v2,\Rsin2O\. at )
For any reasonable roll this differential phase error is negligible.

The resulting differential shift in samples is:

L FRF b108h FRF azxaab(t)
=

— 2K — 2v2 sin é öt
(samples) (4.47)

The effect of this differential shift on the variance of the differential phase can be evaluated

by considering the inter-channel correlation coefficient [27]. When the differential shift is less

than about 1/16 of a resolution width (or about one twelfth of a sample for the CCRS case) the

correlation coefficient factor is greater than about 0.99. This will be used to limit the allowed

differential shift. With 1/16 of a sample as a bound on the relative shift one obtains:

ô/Q.ab(t) v2sinO
(448)

at 8b103hPRF

Note that the line-of-sight component of the baseline is usually a small fraction of the baseline

length. For typical CCRS parameters (Table 1) and a worse case b108 = 1 m, yields:

ôzaab(t) 290 (deg.’\
(4.49)at h \\sJ

Angular Acceleration If consideration is made for quadratic roll motion (uniform angular

acceleration) the phase error is quadratic. When Equation 4.4 is evaluated for a differential

quadratic phase error one obtains the same result as linear FM compression with a quadratic

phase error evaluated at the peak of the compressed result (Appendix A), except that it is

nonnalized [27]. Therefore, the expected phase bias (which is the angle of the correlation
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coefficient) is 1/3 of the value of the quadratic phase error at the band edge. Therefore, the

peak error along the aperture must be less than 1/3 of the maximum allowed differential phase

error (Appendix A):

peak max> (4.50)

In terms of uniform angular acceleration:

/-ab(t) = (4.51)

The resulting differential quadratic phase error, as before, can be transformed into a differential

phase bias error in the compressed image:

aroii’rbioshT2
-bias (4.52)

l2ARsinO

When processing to the 3 dB width of the antenna beam pattern,

AR
T = T3dB = — (4.53)

Dv

and conversion to a height estimate bias is made using Equation 4.24, one obtains:

Lhbias A2R2biosaroii
4 54

h — 24bv2D2sin (0+ aab)
( . )

For typical CCRS parameters (Table 1), a bias ratio of 1 m in 1000 m, and a worse case

b108 = 1 m, yields:

aroll <0.07 —-- (4.55)
S

In addition to the differential phase bias there is decorrelation given by the magnitude of the

correlation coefficient. For quadratic differential phase errors along the aperture the magnitude

of the inter-channel correlation coefficient can be shown to be [27]:

/s2(/) +C2(vW)

HI = (4.56)
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where the Fresnel integrals are defined as:

3(x) = fsinu2du

0 (457)

C(x) = /fcosu2du

and ‘I’ is the differential phase error at the band edge. For a typical allowed differential quadratic

phase error of 75 mrad at the band edge for the bias result (yields about a 1 m elevation bias

error), this leads to an insignificant decorrelation factor of about 0.995 by numerical integration.

Therefore, future decorrelation due to differential quadratic phase errors will be ignored as the

bias component is the dominant effect.

Sinusoidal Roll The dominant roll motion is often oscillatory. This leads to oscillatory

differential phase errors along the aperture. It is not possible to analytically evaluate the

effect on the differential phase of such motion, even if it is approximated by a sinusoid. An

approximate solution can be obtained by considering the instantaneous angular acceleration of

a sinusoid and extrapolating from the angular acceleration results.

Let the roll motion be described by:

/aab(t) = G (4.58)
Troit

where G and Troij are the amplitude and period of the roll motion, respectively. The

corresponding instantaneous acceleration by differentiating twice is:

f \2
,‘ 27r \ . 2irt

a,.01j = —G ) Sifl (4.59)
\-rollJ 1roU

The effective angular acceleration will depend upon the length of the aperture compared to the

period of the roll, but will always be less than 1. By using the previous results from Equation

4.52, and defining a constant f <= 1, which relates the instantaneous to effective angular
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acceleration, the resulting differential bias error is:

bias
— •

fG()sin (4.60)
12.\R Sifl 0 Troit Troit

Therefore, the bias error will follow the roll motion,

The roll motion will also change the expected differential phase. This change can be

estimated from differentiating Equation 4.43, yielding:

21rblosh/.crab(t)

ARsinO
‘4612irb108h . 2irt

Gsrn—
SIll 0 Troit

When the difference between the change in the expected and error in the differential phase are

compared, the following results:

-bias — 1exp
2irbj03h

Gsin
2iri

(i
— f7r2T2)

(4.62)
sin 9 Troii 6Troii

Therefore, the effect of the sinusoidal roll is to smooth out the measured differential phase.

When the last bracket in this expression is zero, the roll does not effect the measured differential

phase. The resulting height estimate using the instantaneous antenna positions will therefore

have an error term that follows the sinusoidal roll. When << 1 then f 1, and when

>> 1 then f -‘ 0. Thus, the amount of smoothing depends upon the specific parameters of

a given situation. If the smoothing is significant then the conventional (ideal) dual reference

track interpretation of the differential phase will be less sensitive to sinusoidal roll coupled

with unknown terrain.

Translational Motion

It is now helpful to evaluate how translational motion of the aircraft conthbutes to the

differential phase error. Beginning with the change in the error in the off-nadir angle to the

target:

/cbab(t) sin (crab + Oao +
(t))

sin
((1))

(4.63)
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and differentiating, yields:

________

(4 64)
-

Expanding in an Taylor’s series yields:

ab(t) ab(O) + — O(O)) (4.65)

By considering displacements M from the center of aperture position one obtains:

O(t) — M(O)
M108X0(0)

(4.66)

This yields a differential phase error that varies along the aperture governed by the translational

deviation of the antenna baseline:

2irbjj08M108(t)Z.O(O)

2r jjosMi08(t)h
R2sinO

If this analysis is repeated for changes in the assumed off-nadir angle to the target:

/..(I)ab(t, 1) jii (ai + Oao(t) + Sjfl () (4.68)

differentiating yields:

ö4ab(t, 1) 2Kb108h
4

öOa Sifl 0

Expanding in an Taylor’s series yields:

1ab(t) 1çbab(0) + 0a(t) - 0a(0)) (4.70)

By considering displacements M from the center of aperture position one obtains:

Oa(t) — 0a(0)
Mo3(t)

(4.71)
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This yields a differential phase error that varies along the aperture governed by the translational

deviation of the antenna baseline:

(i)
2?rbj0Mjj06(t)h

(4.72)
AR smO

Combining these two error sources gives:

A +b±103M10(t)) (4.73)

It is easy to show that:

bi08iWii08(t)+bjj03Mio8(t) = bM(t) Sill(0iqos +0Mlos)
(4.74)

bM(t)

where the angles are measured from the line-of-sight direction. Therefore, the effective

differential phase error along the aperture is:

(
2rhbM(t)

AR smO

When linear and quadratic motions are analyzed for differential shifts and phase errors,

the results are negligible for realistic aircraft motions and rugged terrain. This is presented in

Appendix H. Therefore, the differential phase errors along the aperture caused by the unknown

terrain coupled with translational motion pose no problem. It should be noted that the effects,

such as defocussing, observed for the single channel case will still apply to both channels in

the InSAR case. Therefore, the predominant effect from translational motion is the azimuth

shift and defocussing that occurs essentially identically in both channels.

4.4.4 FM Rate Induced Differential Phase Errors

An analysis of the effect of motion compensation induced FM rate errors for a single

channel was made in the previous chapter. A quadratic phase error was observed along the

aperture that was proportional to the constant offset displacement between the antenna position

and the position used to generate the matched filter (Equation 3.28). In the interferometric case,
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the displacement to the track used to generate the matched filters may be different between

channels. This leads to a different quadratic phase error in each channel. This differential

phase error along the aperture is:

2KV2t2LRab
476

AR

where /Rab is the difference in the displacements to the track(s) used to generate the filters

or equivalently the inter-channel difference in the slant range matched filter errors. Using the

results from [27] it is known that the differential phase bias error is about 1/3 of the magnitude

of the differential quadratic phase error at the edge of the processed aperture. Therefore, one

can estimate the differential phase error at the peak:

1 2Kv2()2/Rab
bias AR2

(4.77)

If processing to the 3 dB azimuth beamwidth is performed,

T = T3dB = (4.78)
Dv

and using the sensitivity in height estimate to differential phase errors result from Equation

4.24, one can obtain the bias in the height estimate:

A2RLRab Sfl 0
/hbias

— 2 (4.79)
l2bD Slfl(O+Oab)

This expression can be used to limit the difference in the displacements for matched filter

generation. If typical CCRS parameters are used (Table 1), and a 1 m height bias error is

allowed, one finds that the difference in the displacements must be:

/Rab < 1.3 m (4.80)

This gives a good indication of how often each matched filter must be updated in order to keep

the difference in the quadratic phase errors between channels very small. Clearly, the matched

filters must be updated for every azimuth line across the range swath.
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In addition to this, the inter-channel resampling that is performed prior to motion compen

sation will result in data along azimuth that requires different matched filters. If block azimuth

processing is performed then the length of the block is limited by the amount of flight motion

along the block. Errors in the matched filter along azimuth that are different between channels

will result in differential phase biases according to the above expressions.

4.4.5 RCMC Induced Differential Phase Errors

In the previous chapter the effect of motion compensation induced errors when RCMC

was performed for a single channel was described. It was observed that a quadratic phase

error along the aperture exists that is proportional to the constant offset displacement between

the antenna position and the reference track (Equation 3,37). In the interferometric case, the

displacement to the track used to apply the phase correction can be different between channels.

This leads to a different quadratic phase error in each channel. The resulting differential phase

error along the aperture is:

(t)
2Kv2t2 d±i0

(4.81)
.AR tanO 2

where /.djios is the difference in the displacements from the reference track(s). The relative

displacement is divided by two because of the one-way path difference between the two channels

(channel B is receive-only). Using the results from [27] it is known that the differential phase

bias error is about 1/3 of the magnitude of the quadratic phase error at the edge of the processed

aperture. Therefore, one can estimate the differential phase error resulting from the difference

in the displacements to the track(s):

‘ 2m2 ,j

A
L7rv I t_UJj03

-bias
c” 12,\R2 tanO 2

(4.82)

If processing is to the 3 dB azimuth beamwidth and using Equation 4.24 one can obtain

the corresponding height estimate bias:

A2 R cos 0 dji08
hbias

— 24bD2Sin (0+ aab)
(4.83)
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This expression can be used to limit the difference in the displacements from the reference

track when RCMC is performed. If typical CCRS parameters are used (Table 1), and a 1 m

height bias is allowed, one finds that the difference in the displacements must be less than:

/.dj03 <3.5 m (4.84)

For the single reference track case the difference in the displacements to the reference track

are on the order of the baseline length. It would appear that this RCMC induced error may

be significant for the single reference track case.

In the dual reference track approach the displacements from the reference tracks will be

very similar in the two cases, greatly reducing the sensitivity to the RCMC errors. Referring

to Figure 12 the effective difference in the displacements between the two channels can be

estimated from the difference in the applied phase correction:

— = = (Rtao — Rib0) + (Rbo — Rao)) (4.85)

Expanding the slant range values in binomial series yields:

bcos(Oao(t) + aab(t)) — bRTcos (o + aRT) (4.86)

The antenna baseline is naturally chosen to be the same as the reference track baseline, thus:

zd 1,
—a-- 2bsrn(0aRT + aab(t) + °ao + Oao(t)

1 (4.87)
(—aRT + aab(t) O + O0(t))

Defining:

Laab(t) = cYab(t)
—

aRT (4.88)

and approximating:

11 [ , JJos
VaoI) t’ao
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which gives:

( dj0‘

b03 j/.\ab(t) + (4.90)

For typical offsets from the reference track and roll of several degrees this effective difference

in the displacement from the tracks is negligible. It is clear that if RCMC is to be performed,

the dual reference track approach should be used.

4.4.6 Effects of No Motion Compensation Resampling

The idea of neglecting to resample during motion compensation for the single channel case

was introduced in the previous chapter. It is now important to extend this to consider what

differential phase errors might occur. More specifically, there may be a slight difference in

the effect on the PSF for each channel that decreases the correlation. If this difference can be

characterized as a differential residual range migration then one can use the results from [27] to

evaluate the correlation coefficient. Appendix I considers the difference in the range migration

errors between channels due to neglecting to resample the data during motion compensation.

The resulting differential migration error along the aperture is:

zR(t)
bjjosMjjos(t)

(4.91)

where Mjios (t) is the linear deviation over the aperture from the center of aperture position.

For a linear flight variation leading to uncompensated differential linear range migration,

the inter-channel correlation coefficient can be shown to be [27]:

it/3

= 2

___

= Si(!)
(4.92)

where 3 is the range walk at the band edge in fractions of a range resolution cell. For

typical CCRS parameters, the effect on the correlation resulting from numerical integration is

negligible (7 > 0.99).
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For quadratic flight motion leading to uncompensated differential quadratic range migration,

the correlation coefficient can be shown to be [27]:

fr = __fsinc(a2)da (4,93)

0

where e is the uncompensated quadratic migration at the band edge. Again, for typical CCRS

parameters the effect on the correlation resulting from numerical integration is negligible

(-y > 0.99).

404.7 Effects of Inertial Data Errors

Inertial data errors can have a significant impact on the accuracy of InSAR. Errors in the

baseline length or angle translate directly to height estimation errors. In the single channel

case it was shown that errors in the assumed position of the antenna led to phase correction

errors during motion compensation. In the clutter data case the compression operation does

not smooth the phase noise like it does in the point target case. The compressed impulse

response will be broadened and have phase errors. In the InSAR case, the effect of INS errors

on the height estimate can be calculated by differential analysis. The differential analysis for

the general case of errors in baseline length and angle has been performed [10]. This work

also applies for the conventional dual track approach with INS errors.

The single reference track approach and new dual track method result in the same

sensitivities to baseline length and angle as previously reported [10]:

RsinO
(494)

0b btan(O+crab)

and

RsinO (4.95)
öaab

It is therefore straightforward to calculate the effect of INS bias errors on the height estimates.

The bias errors will have a small impact at the motion compensation stage, but, can cause

significant errors in the estimated elevation through the above equations.
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High frequency INS errors will translate into high frequency differential phase errors. The

effect on the height estimate can be estimated from Equation 4.24. In addition, there will be

defocussing that will increase smoothly with increased phase noise. Provided the statistics of

the INS errors are about the same in both channels then the broadening will be about the same.

Differential broadening will lead to an increased height estimate variance through Equation 4.8.

Given that all three methods, conventional double, new double, and single, all have the

same sensitivity to INS errors there is no preferred approach to handle these errors. In all

cases, differential phase smoothing will help reduce the effect of high frequency INS errors.

Bias errors are much more difficult to deal with. In mostcases control points will be necessary

in order to obtain height estimates on the order of one meter accuracy.

4.4.8 Summary of Errors and Constraints for InSAR

In ideal motion compensation all the required geometric parameters are known and there

is no restrictions placed on the processing. This leads to accurate compensation except that

the range varying phase correction induces a range spectral shift. This can be minimized

by keeping the reference track close to the antenna position by segmenting the track. Ideal

compensation is not possible in the InSAR case because the terrain elevation is not known.

In realistic InSAR processing situations non-ideal motion compensation must be used. The

following tables summarize the resulting errors and limitations given the assumptions made at

the beginning of the chapter.

• The range varying phase correction causes a range spectral shift as in the single channel

case. Subsequent processing, such as inter-channel registration, can lead to decorrelation

if baseband data is assumed.

• The coupling between the RCMC and the range varying phase correction, which can be

different between channels, can lead to differential phase biases.
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• Differences in the errors in the FM rates between channels can lead to differential phase

biases.

• The effect of unknown terrain that is common to both channels is the azimuth peak shift

and azimuth defocussing seen in the single channel case.

• The differential effects of the unknown terrain can lead to differential phase biases when

angular acceleration occurs.

• Most other effects will be almost identical in both channels and thus cancel out.

• Errors in the inertial data can lead to differential phase errors and biases in the height

estimates. The high frequency INS data errors can be reduced by filtering the interferogram

but INS bias errors will remain.

Table 6 outlines the main differences or similarities between the single and dual reference

track approaches. It is clear that each approach has certain advantages and disadvantages.

The issues compared are:

• Whether the differential phase is continuous if the reference track(s) are segmented.

• Whether there are differential range spectral shifts caused by the range varying phase

correction (RVPC). The effect of this will depend upon subsequent processing.

• Whether there are biases caused by the coupling effect of RCMC and the range varying

phase correction (RVPC).

• Whether biases due to slowly varying aircraft drifts coupled with unknown terrain can be

compensated for.

• Whether there is a range dependent fringe in the interferogram phase even for flat terrain

at the reference level.
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Table 4 InSAR Motion Compensation Errors and Limitations #1

Physical Effect Error or Limitation

Displacement Offset Range Oversampling Factor Or:

(range varying phase correction)
2cIdjj05

l+ARtOBW <O

RCMC Induced Bias Errors Differential Phase Error Along Aperture:
(range varying phase correction)

2rv2t2 /dj05
L4(t)

,\R2tanO 2

Differential Phase Bias Error:

-bia
irv2T2/djj03

S l2AR2tanO

Height Estimate Bias (processing to 3 dB):

A2 R cos Ozd±105
Lhbias

24bD2 sin (0 + aab)

FM Rate Induced Bias Errors Differential Phase Error Along Aperture:

27rV2t2/Rab
(t)

AR2

Differential Phase Bias Error:

TV2T2Rab
L4bas 6AR2

Height Estimate Bias (processing to 3 dB):

A2R/Rab sinO
hbias

— l2bD2 sin (0 + aab)
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Table 5 InSAR Motion Compensation Errors and Limitations #2

Effect of Unknown Terrain Error or Limitation

Effects Common to Both Channels Phase Error Along Aperture:

47rhdjj03(t)
lerr(t)

AR sinG

Azimuth Peak Shift:

h Od±10
2

(sec)
V Sifltl at

5% Defocussing:

XR sinG
ajj08 <

hT2

Processing to 3 dB:

,\ sin OD2v2
ajj03 <

Differential Effects Differential Phase Error Along Aperture:

2irhbjj0(t)

)RsinO

Differential Phase Bias due to Angular

Acceleration:

a0iiirbi08T2
bias

12R sinG

Height Estimate Bias due to Angular

Acceleration (processing to 3 dB):

Lhbias

_______________________

h 24bv2D2 (0 + ab)
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Table 6 Comparison of Single and Dual Reference Track Motion Compensation

Properties Single Dual

1 Continuity of Differential Phase with Segmented Reference Track(s) Yes No

2 Equal Range Spectral Shifts between channels due to RVPC No Yes

3 Insensitive to Bias Errors caused by RCMC and RVPC No Yes

4 Compensation for Unknown Terrain coupled with low freq. motion Yes Yes

5 Removal of flat earth fringes Yes No

4.5 Proposed Motion Compensation Approaches

Given the analysis of the interferometric motion compensation problem presented above,

it is now possible to define recommended approaches. This section will begin with a review

of the system requirements followed by a discussion of the possible processing approaches. A

new approach will be proposed which combines the benefits of the dual and single reference

track methods.

4.5.1 Realization of Requirements

A general purpose InSAR system will require the following in order to generate topographic

maps accurately and efficiently:

1. Differential phase fidelity. This means that all bias errors are minimized and random

errors are reduced by spatial filtering. Optimum smoothing is obtained when the samples

are uncorrelated. This may require full resolution azimuth processing making RCMC

necessary.

2. Capable of mapping rugged terrain (+1- 1 kin) under typical flight conditions. This will

likely require segmentation of the reference tracks to follow the flight motion.

3. Continuous differential phase over the entire image scene is desirable. This means that

only one tie point is required to unwrap the phase of the entire image.
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The ability to meet the above requirements can be evaluated by considering the summary of

errors and limitations of motion compensation in the previous section. A quantitative analysis

can be carried out for a specific InSAR system. But, a qualitative approach can be formulated

for the general case.

Typical CCRS System Approach

For the typical InSAR scenario for the CCRS system a fairly simple approach to motion

compensation is adequate. This would include:

1. No motion compensation resampling,

2. Phase correction to a single reference iTack that may be segmented, if necessary.

3. No RCMC.

4. Azimuth matched filters determined separately for each channel based on the reference

level positions.

5. Phase unwrapping that assumes continuous differential phase (as far a motion compensation

is concerned)

6. Differential phase to elevation conversion based on the new fonnulation (Section 4.4.1).

Apart from the possible defocussing problems for severe terrain and translational acceleration

this approach should yield a motion compensation approach which contributes on the order of

a meter to the height estimate error budget.

Most Accurate Approach

The most accurate approach would be to implement the following:

1. Perform motion compensation resampling.

2. Phase correction to dual reference track that may be segmented if necessary.

3. Perform RCMC.
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4. Azimuth matched filters determined separately for each channel based on the reference

level positions.

5. Phase unwrapping that assumes discontinuous differential phase (as far as motion com

pensation is concerned).

6. Differential phase to elevation conversion based on the new dual track formulation (Section

4.4.2).

The main problem with this approach is the discontinuous differential phase as a result of

segmentation of the reference tracks. A modification to this approach will now be presented

that combines the benefits of the single and dual reference track approaches.

4.5.2 Combination of Single and Dual Reference Tracks

A new approach to InSAR motion compensation will now be proposed which is a simple,

yet effective, extension to the dual reference track approach. It is clear that performing dual

reference track motion compensation is preferred for the compression operation, but, it is

desirable to have the single reference track differential phase for phase smoothing and phase

unwrapping. The proposal is to convert back to the single reference track form after dual track

motion compensation, optional RCMC, and azimuth compression have been performed.

This conversion can be accomplished by a post-compression phase correction that converts

the channel B reference track to the channel A reference track. Given that the reference track

positions are parallel over the segment, and the position of each range cell on the ground

is fixed if motion compensation resampling is performed, this means simply adding a range

depending phase constant to each azimuth matched filter. The resulting differential phase of

this two step approach is equivalent to performing motion compensation in one step to a single

track. In other words, the differential phase will be zero if each step is performed properly.

Again, because of the unknown terrain, errors will arise and the differential phase will be
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given by these errors. The combined errors from each step are in fact the same as if one

step of single track compensation were perfonned, except that the RCMC induced phase bias

(characteristic of single track motion compensation) will not be present (Equation 4.83). This

will now be described in detail,

From Equation G.9 of Appendix 0 and Figure 12, the differential phase error resulting

from the unknown terrain after dual track motion compensation, optional RCMC, and azimuth

compression is:

Ed(A) — Ed(B) = Rao — Rtah — Rtb0 + Rbo + Rtbh — Rbh) (4.109)

The next step is to apply a phase correction which makes the channel B reference track data

appear as though it were at the channel A reference track. The applied phase correction to

channel B is:

qB(applied) = (Rtao — (4.110)

Notice that this is constant along the aperture if motion compensation resampling is performed

and can therefore be applied as a range varying constant phase term for each azimuth matched

filter. Otherwise, it must be applied pixel by pixel on the compressed image or to the

interferogram. Due to the unknown terrain the ideal correction should have been:

cB(ideal) = Rtah — Rtbh) (4.111)

Therefore, there is a differential phase error from this operation which is:

E8(B) = Rtao — Rtb0 + Rtbh — Rtah) (4.112)

The resulting differential phase after the two operations will be zero if all corrections were

ideal. Therefore, the differential phase is equal to the residual errors:

= Ed(A) — Ed(B) — E3(B) (4.113)
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which results in:

= — Rbh) (4.114)

which is precisely the same result as if one step single track compensation had been applied

(Equation 4.15), except without the RCMC induced errors.

Most Accurate and Most Convenient Approach

The resulting most accurate and convenient approach would therefore be to implement the

following:

1. Perform motion compensation resampling.

2. Phase correction to dual reference tracks that may be segmented if necessary.

3. Perform RCMC.

4. Azimuth matched filters determined separately for each channel based on the reference

level positions. Apply the extra phase constant term to each matched filter for Channel

B (Equation 4.110).

5. Phase unwrapping that assumes continuous differential phase.

6. Differential phase to elevation conversion based on the new dual/single track formulation

(Equation 4.114).

If motion compensation resampling is not performed the extra phase correction must be applied

after azimuth compression on the entire image. The benefits versus the extra computation would

have to be weighed. The validity of such approaches to motion compensation will be verified

by simulation and processing of real InSAR data in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5 Evaluation of Non-Ideal
InSAR Motion Compensation

In order to ensure that the modelling and analysis of the previous chapters is correct

experiments were performed using a point target simulator as well as processing real InSAR data

from the CCRS Convair 580 system [25]. The simulation and real data processing used the zero-

Doppler pulse processing and flat earth assumptions of non-ideal InSAR motion compensation.

This chapter will begin with a description of the point target simulator and the corresponding

results and conclude with results from real InSAR data processing.

5.1 Point Target Simulation

A comprehensive simulation of the InSAR data acquisition and processing mechanism was

performed. Dual channel range compressed raw SAR point target data was generated for any

desired flight motion and target location. An InSAR processor was then used to process the

data into an interferogram and finally into a height estimate for the target. In this section, the

simulator will first be described followed by the modelling of typical flight motion. The results

obtained using the modelled motions will be described as well as the results from using real

motion data from the CCRS Convair 580 aircraft. When the predicted results are compared to

the simulation results good agreement is found.

5.1.1 The Point Target Simulator

The point target simulator consists of three parts. First, range compressed point target echo

data is generated for any aircraft trajectory, including roll effects, and for any target elevation.

Next, both channels of the raw data are processed by the InSAR processor. This consists

of motion compensation phase correction, azimuth compression and two-fold oversampling,

interferogram creation, phase unwrapping, and differential phase to elevation conversion. The
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third component of the simulator is the evaluation routines that monitor the results along

the way. This consists of performing point target analysis on the two compressed channels

and on the interferogram, as well as analyzing the final height estimate. The simulator was

implemented in the MATLAB simulation language. The simulator is based on typical C-band

airborne systems, but the specific parameters were taken from the CCRS InSAR system for the

Convair 580 aircraft. The simulation algorithm will now be described in more detail.

Simulation Algorithm

The simulation algorithm consists of the following processing steps:

1. Generate range compressed point target data for a particular flight and target position for

two channels (one transmit receive, one receive-only) assuming receive-only channel is

registered with main channel assuming flat terrain. The registration is implicit in the

sampling of the raw data. The data is 2048 samples in azimuth and 21 samples in range

(variable).

2. Apply phase correction to each channel assuming flat terrain and using either one or two

reference tracks. No motion compensation resampling is performed.

3. Perform azimuth Fourier Transform.

4. Optionally, perform RCMC in the frequency domain by baseband interpolation for each

channel. An 8 point FIR kernel is used and interpolation is made to 1/16 of a sample.

5. Performed azimuth compression using a matched filter for each channel. The slant range

used to generate the matched filter is correct at the zero Doppler pulse. Terms up to fourth

order in time are used.

6. Perform azimuth Inverse Fourier Transform including two-fold zero padding to prepare for

interferogram creation. This is required as interferogram generation doubles the bandwidth.
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7. Interpolate by a factor of 16 and analyze the compressed peak characteristics in each

channel.

8. Generate the interferogram using the original (not interpolated) compressed data from each

channel.

9. Interpolate by a factor of 16 and analyze the compressed peak characteristics in the

interferogram.

10. Unwrap the differential phase using the terrain elevation knowledge.

11. Convert the differential phase into a height estimate.

5.1.2 Modelling of Typical Aircraft Motions

In order to use the simulator, aircraft flight motions are required. Antenna displacement

data obtained from CCRS for the Convair 580 was used to come up with classes of motions that

could be compared with the predicted results (Figures 14 and 15). Data from a number of flights

was analyzed. From this data the following motions were selected for use in the simulator:

Table 7 Typical Flight Motion for CCRS Convair 580

Motion Type Peak Flight Motion

Translational Velocity 0.5

Translational Acceleration 0.01 g

Baseline Angular Velocity (roll) 0.2

Baseline Angular Acceleration (roll) 0.3

Sinusoidal Baseline Variation (roll) 0.15 deg peak

Displacement Offset 10 m

5.1.3 Simulation Results of Modelled Motions

The typical peak flight motion shown in Table 7 were used, one at a time, in the

simulator using the parameters of Table 1 (unless otherwise specified). The motions were

divided into separate components in the line-of-sight direction and perpendicular to this to

allow the theoretical error analysis to be evaluated. Both single and dual reference track
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motion compensation was performed. Apart from the differential phase errors the results were

essentially identical between the single and dual track approaches. The dual track results will

be presented first, followed by the single track results.

Dual Reference Tracks with RCMC

Table 8 shows the results for the dual reference track approach for target elevations less

than or equal to 1000 m from the reference track and for motions that yielded insignificant

errors. In addition, there was no measurable inter-channel shifts. This indicates that these

flight motions are acceptable for the simulator algorithm (including the assumptions contained

there such as the center of aperture assumption, neglecting to resample, and non-ideal motion

compensation). The results for targets below the reference track are similar except for the

change in the angle to the target which makes the above/below results slightly asymmetric.

Table 8 Dual Reference Track Motion Compensation with RCMC

Flight Motion h <= 1000 m

zh Azimuth Azimuth Range Inter-channel
(m) Broadening Shift Broadening Broadening

(%) (m) (%) (%)

llwith <0.05 <1 0 <1 <1
d<=lOm

4LQs_O5!!! <0,05 <1 0 <1 <1

a108 = 0.Olg < 0.05 < 1 0 < 1 < 1

<0.05 <1 0 <1 <1

The most significant results are shown in the following figures. Figure 16 shows the

resulting azimuth shift from translational velocity perpendicular to the line-of-sight direction.

The predicted shift of Equation 3.48 agrees well with the simulation result.
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Figure 16 Unknown Terrain with vjj08 = 0.5 ?. and R 10 km

Figure 17 shows the resulting azimuth defocussing occurring in both channels for a uniform

translation acceleration perpendicular to the line-of-sight of 0.01 g. By using Equation 3.55

there should be about 5 % defocussing for a terrain elevation of 500 m. This agrees quite

well with the simulation results.
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Acceleration Induced Azimuth Defocussing

Translational Acceleration = 0.Olg

Target Elevation Broadening
(km) (%)

0 0
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0.8
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1.0 36

Figure 17 Unknown Terrain with ajj08 = O.Olg, and R = 10 km

Table 9 shows the results from an angular acceleration of 0.3 for a range of slant

range values. Predicted differential phase errors using Equation 4.52 and height estimate

biases using Equation 4.54 were compared with the simulation results (using no antenna beam

pattern) yielding good agreement. The larger discrepancy at near range is due to the errors in

estimating the effective baseline perpendicular to the line-of-sight as it gets smaller.

Table 9 Effects of Angular Acceleration, arc ii = 0.3 , h = 1 km, and no antenna pattern

Slant Range Processed Mtheory 4)sim htiieory Lhsim
(kin) Aperture (mrad) (mrad) (m) (m)

(sec)

10 3 19 26 -0.5 -0.7

15 3 14 15 -0.7 -0.7

15 4.6 32 34 -1.6 -1.6

20 4.6 30 31 -2.1 -2.1

20 6 53 55 -3.8 -3.7
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Figures 18 and 19 show the results from sinusoidal roll of 0.15 deg peak and with

period = 3 sec. As was suggested by Equation 4.62, the effect of the phase bias error being

about equal and opposite to the change in the expected phase, and the smoothing performed by

the compression operation, combined to result in a very smooth measured differential phase.

The expected phase followed the roll motion thus leading to a sinusoidally varying height

estimation error. This smoothing effect was even more pronounced at far range due to the

longer aperture processed. It should be noted that using a smoothed version of the inertial data

to convert the differential phase to elevation will not solve this problem. What will happen

is that new height errors will occur even for targets at the reference level. At least under

the current approach it is only targets that deviate appreciably from the reference level which

are affected.
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Figure 18 Effect of Sinusoidal Roll on Differential Phase

(0.15 deg peak, period = 3 sec, h = 1 km, R = 10 km)
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Single Reference Track with RCMC

The only difference between the results from the single and dual reference track approaches

was that involving an extra differential phase bias in the single reference track case. This was

predicted by Equation 4.82 to occur when RCMC was performed. Figure 20 shows how the

theory and simulation results agreed very well.

5.1.4 Simulation Results of Actual Motion Data

Actual motion data from Figures 14 and 15 were also used in the simulator. This data

corresponds to pass 6 of the Kananaskis flights in February 1992 of the Convair 580. Point

target simulation results were obtained along the flight line every 0.2 seconds and dual reference

track motion compensation with RCMC and single track without RCMC were performed. This

is equivalent to simulating a strip of point targets along azimuth separated by about 25 m. The
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Figure 20 Single Track Bias Errors, R = 10 km, and no antenna pattern

following results indicate the errors that would results from typical Convair 580 flight motion

coupled with unknown terrain and precise inertial data measurements.

Dual Reference Tracks with RCMC

The results from dual reference track motion compensation with RCMC and real motion

data were similar to those using the modelled motion data. Most effects were almost identical

in both channels. The significant results of differential phase errors, height estimation errors,

azimuth defocussing, and azimuth shifts will now be described.
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Differential Phase Errors The dominant differential phase error was due to the smoothing

effect of unknown terrain coupled with aircraft roll (Figure 21). The expected differential phase

itself followed the large scale motion of Rtb0 and Rtao with a small scale ripple due to the

aircraft roll. The measured differential phase followed the large scale motion but smoothed out

some of the ripple. This leads to a ripple in the height estimate.
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Figure 21 Measured Versus Expected Differential Phase Dual Track (R = 10 km, h = 1 kin)

Height Estimation Errors Given that the differential phase errors follow the roll motion,

then the resulting height estimation errors will also follow the roll motion. Figure 22 shows

the resulting height estimation errors using the new double reference track interpretation of

the differential phase.
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Height Estimation Error
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Figure 22 Height Estimation Errors and Roll (R = 10 km, h = 1 km)

Figures 23, 24, and 25 compare the height estimation errors for the conventional (ideal

assumed) and new dual reference track approaches for different slant range values. The

reference tracks were chosen to minimize the possible biases that can occur in the conventional

approach. At near range the errors resulting from the aircraft roll are small in the new approach

compared to the residual biases of the conventional approach. At mid and far range the errors

are about the same size but the new approach has higher frequency errors due to the roll. An

explanation for this was given above for the case of point targets and sinusoidal roll. The

impulsive height errors come from regions where extreme defocussing occurred.
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Figure 24 Height Estimation Errors (R = 15 km, h = 1 km)
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Conventional Dual Track Approach

300

Figure 25 Height Estimation Errors (R = 20 km, h = 1 km)

Azimuth Defocussing The theory predicted that acceleration perpendicular to the line-of-

sight would lead to defocussing in both channels. Figure 26 shows the resulting 3 dB width

azimuth broadening for a target elevation of Ii = 1 km above the reference track. Also plotted

is the general variation of the displacement from the reference tracks perpendicular to the

line-of-sight direction. The total variation over the processed extent was about 6 m. At a

few positions along the flight line significant defocussing occurs. Figure 27 shows the same

experiment but with h = 500 m. By halving the target elevation the defocussing is reduced to

reasonable levels. In either case, the inter-channel differential defocussing is less than a few

percent provided significant defocussing does not occur. When significant defocussing occurs

the interpretation of a 3 dB width loses its meaning as the sidelobes have joined the main lobe.

New Dual Track Approach

Time (sec)
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Azimuth Shift Figure 28 shows the resulting mis-positioning of the peak in azimuth for a

target with Ii = 1 km. The results were the same across the range swath. Using Equation

3.48, and by low pass filtering the motion data with a 1 second long box-car filter to estimate

the velocity, the predicted shift was calculated. It is clear that the prediction and measured

results agree.

Single Reference Track without RCMC

The above simulations were repeated but with single reference track motion compensation

and no RCMC was performed. Most of the results were essentially the same as the dual

0 50 100 150 200 250
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Figure 27 Azimuth Broadening with Unknown Terrain (R 10 km, h = 500 m)

reference track with RCMC results. The exceptions to this were the resulting differential phase

and a small bias error. Figure 29 shows how the expected differential phase follows the roll

motion but is otherwise unaffected by the larger drifts. The corresponding height estimation

errors are shown in Figure 30. The small bias at the peak is due to a coupling between the

range phase ramp in the interferogram PSF, caused by the difference in the range varying phase

corrections between channels, and a small migration of the compressed peak across range due

to the uncompensated range migration. If the phase at the correct slant range (slant range of

peak if RCMC had been performed) is evaluated, no bias is found. This bias does not occur

for dual reference track motion compensation without RCMC because there is no range phase
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Figure 28 Azimuth Shift with Unknown Terrain (h = 1 km)

ramp in the interferogram. This error can be minimized for the single reference track case by

keeping the processed bandwidth small.

The azimuth broadening and azimuth shift are slightly smaller than the dual track with

RCMC case due to the shorter effective aperture processed.

Processing with Segmented Tracks

In order to investigate the continuity in the differential phase of the new dual/single track

approach the point target simulator was used. The segmented tracks are handled by overlapping

the azimuth data sufficiently to ensure a constant reference track for a given compression

operation. The point target simulator was run using the real motion data for two cases of

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
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Measured and expected differentia’ phase

100

Figure 29 Measured Versus Expected Differential Phase Single Track (R = 10 km, h = 1 km)

reference tracks. The resulting two strips of data were then cut and pasted together at the

midway point. This was performed for the dual reference’ track approach and for the new

dual/single track approach where a phase correction is applied after compression to convert

from the dual track to the single track formulation. Figure 31 shows the resulting differential

phase of the interferogram. It is clear that the dual track approach results in discontinuous

differential phase. The new dual/single track approach has continuous differential phase across

the boundary. When the height estimates were compared between the two approaches the

results were identical, as expected (Figure 32).

5.1.5 Discussion of Point Target Results

There is a convincing correlation between the theoretical error modeffing presented in this

Time (sec)
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work and the simulated results using the point target simulator. As predicted, the following

main results were observed:

1. The majority of errors resulting from non-ideal motion compensation cancel out between

the two channels leading to accurate height estimation.

2. Unknown terrain coupled with velocity perpendicular to the line-of-sight direction leads

to an azimuth shift of the compressed peak in both channels identically. Provided this

is only a few meters the subsequent differential phase smoothing by spatial filtering will

reduce the impact of this error. Alternately, if the error is large the shift can be predicted

once a height estimate is available and corrected by a resampling operation. The predictive

ability of the theory is very good. But, this correction should not be necessary for the

CCRS InSAR system.
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3. Unknown terrain coupled with acceleration perpendicular to the line-of-sight direction leads

to similar defocussing in both channels. For rugged terrain significant defocussing can occur

at a few positions along the flight line for the CCRS InSAR system. Only knowledge of

the terrain elevation and complete time domain motion compensation and processing can

reduce this effect

4. The single reference track approach with RCMC has an inherent differential phase bias

due to the difference in the displacements from the reference track coupled with RCMC.

This bias did not occur in the double reference track approach, as expected.

5. The single reference track approach without RCMC also has a small bias error in the height

estimate at the peak due to the difference in the displacements from the reference track

coupled with the migration of the compressed peak due to uncompensated RCM. This bias

did not occur in the double reference track approach.

6. The dominant source of differential phase errors, and thus height estimation errors, is due to

aircraft roll coupled with unknown terrain. The roll motion produces angular accelerations

which cause bias errors. In addition, the motions are often oscillatory allowing for

smoothing to occur due to the compression operation. This resulted in smoothed measured

differential phase which did not follow the higher frequency expected differential phase.

The conventional approach to interpreting the differential phase is not as sensitive to this

effect as the new single and new dual track approaches. But, the conventional approach is

sensitive to the choice of reference tracks for a given segment.

5.2 Processing CCRS InSAR Data

In addition to the successful results from the point target simulations, processing with real

CCRS InSAR data was carried out to demonstrate the ability to obtain quality interferograms

for the various proposed approaches. In this section, the InSAR processor will be described
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followed by a description and display of the resulting interferograms and a slant range

topographic map. Some additional experiments with inertial data errors will also be described.

A basic InSAR processor was implemented in the MATLAB simulation language following

the process flow of Figure 2. The main processing steps included:

1. Resample channel B to register with channel A at the reference level.

2. Perform motion compensation phase correction to each channel using single or dual

reference tracks.

3. Perform azimuth compression using fast convolution without RCMC.

4. Form interferogram.

5. Perform phase smoothing and phase unwrapping.

6. Convert differential phase to elevation.

The processor was designed to operate on one block of range data at a time. The blocks could

then be pieced together to form a complete image. The processing parameters were those of

Table 1.

5.2.1 Three Hills Data Results

The data set processed was of the Three Hills area in Alberta. The data was acquired by the

CCRS InSAR system in February 1992, pass 10. The scene is of farm land with rolling hills.

The raw data was 12000 range lines with a swath width of 2048 samples. The interferograms

were phase smoothed by sample averaging of 10 samples in azimuth and down sampled by 10

producing a final image 2048 samples in range by 1024 in azimuth. This yielded about equal

sampling intervals of 4 m in each direction.

Figure 33 shows the interferogram square root of the magnitude image which is essentially

equivalent to a single channel SAR image. The image looks distorted because of the slant

range perspective.
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Figure 34 shows the resulting interferogram differential phase for the dual reference track

case. One cycle of the color wheel corresponds to a change of 2w radians. The dominant

variation is due to the flat earth fringes which depend upon the position of the reference tracks.

The discontinuity in the reference tracks at range line 512 will clearly cause phase unwrapping

problems. The flat earth fringes have to be removed before the variation due to topography

will be visible in the interferogram.

Figure 33 Square Root of Interferogram Magnitude Image
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Figure 35 shows the resulting interferogram differential phase for the new dual/single track

case. One cycle of the color wheel corresponds to a change of r radians. The extra phase

correction was applied to the phase smoothed and down sampled interferogram to reduce

computation. The new duallsingle approach has the expected continuous differential phase

across the segmentation boundary.

Figure 36 shows the interferogram differential phase for the single reference track case.

One cycle of the color wheel corresponds to a change in differential phase of ir radians. It

II U 1111 1

Figure 34 Dual Reference Track Interferogram Phase
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Figure 35 Dual/Single Reference Track Interferogram Phase

is clear that the differential phase is continuous across the discontinuity at range line number

512. This result was compared to the interferogram using the new dual/single reference track

approach yielding a negligible mean difference of 2 mrad or 6 cm in elevation and 6 mrad

rms or 3 cm rms in elevation across the image. This result shows that the bias errors that

occur solely for the single reference track case without RCMC are small when the processed

bandwidth is smalL

Further interferometric processing of the single reference track interferogram was per
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Figure 36 Single Reference Track Interferogram Phase

formed. The differential phase was phase unwrapped and converted into elevation estimates

without any control points or phase calibration. Figure 37 shows the resulting slant range

topography with one cycle of the color wheel corresponding to 50 feet. Figure 38 shows the

1:50 000 contour map for the region with contour intervals of 25 feet. A visual comparison

of the two demonstrates the effectiveness of SAR interferometry. The spatial distortion would

be removed if a projection to ground range were made.
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5.2.2 Inertial Data Errors

In order to ensure the equality of all approaches with regard to inertial data errors real

data experiments were carried out. A baseline clutter data set was constructed from the

Three Hills data which used the INS data supplied by CCRS for motion compensation and

elevation estimation. In the test data set the same raw data was processed but with zero mean,

independent, Gaussian errors in the INS data. The single and dual track motion compensation

approaches were used as well as the conventional dual track interpretation of the resulting
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differential phase. The height estimates were compared to the height estimates from the baseline

data set and the errors computed. As expected, all methods produced the same variance of

height errors. As an example of the results for the CCRS processing parameters, a 1 mm rms

error in the position of the receive-only antenna produced about a 0.4 m rms height estimation

error at near range.

Another similar experiment was conducted, except that the INS errors were constant over

the aperture. As expected, all methods produced the same bias in the height estimates. For

example, with a 1 mm bias error in the horizontal and vertical position of the receive-only

antenna position lead to a height estimation bias of about 0.5 m at near range.

It would appear that an important limiting factor for airborne InSAR motion compensation

is in the ability to estimate the baseline length and angle. For the single and new dual

track formulations the errors arise in the differential phase to elevation equations. In the

conventional dual track approach the instantaneous baseline must be known in order to motion

compensate accurately to the two reference tracks. The resulting baseline induced errors appear

as differential phase biases. In either case, the effect on the height estimates are the same.
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Chapter 6 Conclusions

In this chapter the main conclusions drawn from this work will be listed and briefly

described. Following this, the ensuing recommended motion compensation approaches for

InSAR will be summarized. The following specific conclusions were made from this work:

1. The effect of motion compensation with unknown terrain on focussing can be severe for

turbulent flights and moderate terrain or typical flights and rugged terrain. The translational

velocity causes the compressed peak positions to be shifted (Equation 3.48) and translational

acceleration leads to peak broadening (Equation 3.54).

2. Due to the range varying phase correction (RVPC) and the ensuing range spectral shift

induced, the allowed displacement offset between the reference track and the antenna track

is limited by the range oversampling factor if subsequent baseband processing is used

(Equation 3.21). This spectral shift may cause problems for interpolation in RCMC or

subsequent range filtering.

3. Differential phase bias, and thus a height estimation bias, can occur that dependent upon

the difference in the displacements between each channel and the reference track due to

the range varying phase correction (RVPC). This difference is much larger in the single

reference track case and can lead to significant differential phase biases. This difference is

typically very small in the double reference track case. When RCMC is performed the bias

is due to differences in quadratic phase errors (Equations 4.82 and 4.83). When RCMC is

not performed, the bias is due to the peak shift caused by uncompensated RCM coupled

with the range phase ramp of the differential RVPC.

4. The effect of motion compensation with unknown terrain on the differential phase is small

in most cases due to the phase errors cancelling out between channels. Differential phase

biases can occur if the offset between the antennas and the reference tracks become large,
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combined with rugged terrain (Equation 4.31). These effects can be compensated for in

the differential phase to elevation equations. The single reference track approach handles

this automatically (Equation 4.15) but the double reference track case must include an

extra term in the equation (Equation 4.27). Severe angular (roll) acceleration coupled with

rugged terrain can lead to differential phase biases (Equations 4.52, 4.54, and 4.60).

5. If block azimuth processing is used then the length of the block is limited by the amount of

range resampling performed over that block as this determines the slant range required for

the matched filter. The important parameter is the difference in the errors in the matched

filters between the two channels as this leads to differential phase biases (Equations 4.77

and 4.79).

6. Neglecting to resample for motion compensation does not have much effect for typical

flights but will cause broadening and a reduction of the useful part of the aperture for very

turbulent flights.

7. Errors in the inertial data can lead to differential phase errors and biases in the height

estimates. The high frequency errors can be reduced by filtering the interferogram but

bias errors will remain. An important factor for airborne InSAR motion compensation

is in the ability to estimate the baseline length and angle. For the single and new dual

track formulations the errors arise in the differential phase to elevation equations. In the

conventional dual track approach the instantaneous baseline must be known in order to

motion compensate accurately to the two reference tracks. The resulting baseline induced

errors appear as differential phase biases. In either case, the effect on the height estimates

are the same, requiring extremely accurate inertial data. In the absence of this correction,

control points will be required.

8. The single reference track approach yields continuous differential phase even when the

reference track is segmented (Equation 4.15). In addition, the flat earth fringes have been
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removed.

9. The dual reference track approach yields discontinuous differential phase when the reference

tracks are segmented (Equation 4.27).

10. The benefits of both the single and dual reference track approaches can be realized by

using the dual track for motion compensation followed by a conversion to a single track by

a subsequent phase correction. If motion compensation resampling is performed then this

extra correction can be very efficiently applied as a constant to the receive-only channel

azimuth matched filter for each azimuth line in the segment (Equation 4.110). If motion

compensation resampling is not performed the correction must be applied pixel by pixel to

the entire receive-only image or to the phase smoothed and down sampled interferogram.

6.1 Recommended Approach for CCRS System

For the typical C-band InSAR scenario for the CCRS system a fairly simple approach to

motion compensation is adequate. This would include:

1, No motion compensation resampling.

2, Phase correction to a single reference track that may be segmented, if necessary.

3. No RCMC.

4. Azimuth matched filters determined separately for each channel based on the reference

level positions.

5. Phase unwrapping that assumes continuous differential phase (as far as motion compen

sation is concerned)

6. Differential phase to elevation conversion based on the new single track formulation.

Apart from the possible defocussing problems for severe terrain coupled with translational

acceleration, this approach should yield a motion compensation approach which contributes on

the order of a meter to the height estimate error budget.
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6.2 Recommended General Approach

A very accurate approach, which might be required for system parameters other than that

of the CCRS case, would be to implement the following:

1. Perform motion compensation resampling.

2. Phase correction to dual reference track that may be segmented if necessary.

3. Perform RCMC,

4, Azimuth matched filters determined separately for each channel based on the reference

level positions. Apply the extra phase constant term to each matched filter for channel B

to convert the channel B reference track to the channel A reference track.

5. Phase unwrapping that assumes continuous differential phase (as far as motion compen

sation is concerned).

6. Differential phase to elevation conversion based on the new dual/single track formulation.
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Chapter 7 Suggestions for Future Work

The following is a list of possible extensions to the current work or new ideas that have

come up:

1. Remove the restriction in the current work of a yaw steered antenna and zero Doppler

processing, Investigate how this changes the sensitivities and recommended processing for

motion compensation for InSAR,

2. Investigate the role of Autofocus for InSAR motion compensation. For instance,

a. Investigate the potential of absolute phase ambiguity determination by manipulating

the defocussing sensitivity to unknown terrain.

b. Use Autofocus to handle defocussing caused by unknown terrain.

3. Investigate the modifications to motion compensation for InSAR that might be required if

the Split-frequency approach [21] is needed.
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Appendix A Effect of Quadratic Phase
Errors on Compression

It is useful to evaluate the effect of quadratic phase errors on the compression of a linear FM
pulse. The ideal signal is:

s(t) = eu1t2 (A.1)

The signal to be considered is:

s(t) = e_iK+t2 (A.2)

By requiring a large time-bandwidth product (KT2 > 50, from Oliver, 1989) one can obtain an
accurate approximation to the true compression by correlating with the following matched filter:

s(t) = rect (;) ejlrKt2 (A.3)

where T is the processed aperture time. The compressed peak is therefore:

p(t) =J rect()

=

e_j((KK)(t2+2tT)) dr (A.4)

= ,e_t2J e_j2(KK)trejKT2dr

The remaining integral can be evaluated resulting in Fresnel integrals. As the phase at the peak
is of most importance, one can simplify:

T

er2dr (A.5)

This expression is a complex Fresnel Integral or Cornu Spiral. Of interest is the angle of the
Cornu Spiral. The following substitution can be used to put this into a more recognizable form:

(A,6)
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yielding,

(0)
=

____

f eUdu
/irzK J

(A.7)

2 1 _u
= e3 du

./7rzK J
0

Now the Cornu Spiral can be evaluated using an asymptotic expansion for small values of x:

S(x) = sinu2du
- 7.3!

(A.8)

C(x) = cosu2du
— 5.2!

The phase error at the peak is:

L(x) = tanl () _

(A.9)

Back substituting values gives:

rLKT2
(A.l0)

In terms of the applied quadratic phase error at the edge of the processed band:

= KT2
(A.ll)

one obtains:

3
(A.l2)

The exact solution was obtained using numerical integration and compared to this approxima
tion. The approximate relation is an upper bound and is very accurate up to an applied error
of about ir at the band edge. In addition, the phase error across the compressed peak was
observed from the numerical solutions. It was found that the phase was parabolic about the
peak with the error initially decreasing toward the first null, passes through zero, then increases
toward r at the first null. In other words, the expected zero phase response has zero phase
over the main lobe and a change of r radians across each null. When a quadratic phase error is
present along the aperture the edges of this step-like phase response are smoothed out. About
90 percent of the main lobe has a phase error less than that at the peak and the remaining 10
percent is around the null.
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The effect of quadratic phase errors on the compressed peak 3dB width is very non-linear. For
applied phase errors at the edge of the band of less than about ir/2 the broadening is less than
about 5%. For applied errors of about 2.5 radians the broadening is about 20%. Above this
value the peak deformation becomes extreme and the broadening increases very rapidly.
The effect of quadratic phase errors on the compressed peak sidelobe levels is fairly linear.
Above 2.5 radians the sidelobe level has dropped from —13 dB to —5 dB. It would appear that
to maintain a reasonable peak shape the phase errors should be kept below about 7r/2 at the
edges of the processed band.

For sinusoidal type motions with periods less than the processed aperture, the phase error must
be less than ir/2 for a maximum allowable broadening of 10% according to Hovanessian, 1979.
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Appendix B Single Channel Phase
Errors due to Unknown Terrain

Given that the off-nadir angle to the imaged patch is initially unknown, this leads to phase
errors in the applied motion compensation phase correction. Referring to Figure 7 one applies
a correction of:

qrnc(app1ied) = —(R0— Rao) (B.l)

for the zero Doppler pulse of a particular target. The proper correction is:

qmc(ideal)
— Rao) (B.2)

Therefore, the phase mismatch between the data and the assumed data for matched filtering is:

/çberr
— Rth) (B.3)

One can expand this expression for the phase errors to first order to better understand what
parameters are important by using the cosine law and a truncated binomial expansion:

I d d
Rth Rao/l + — 2—cos(c+ Oah)

ao ao (B.4)

Rao(l — cos(a+Oah))

/ d2 d
R0 = Raos/l + —— —2——cos(a+ Oao)

ao ao (B.5)

Rao(1 cos(a+Oao))

Therefore, the phase error is

Zçbr —(cos (C + 0ah) — COS (c + Oao)) (B.6)

defining

B7
00ah0ao

and using

.1 1
cosa — cosb = —2sin(a+ b)sin(a — b) (B.8)

yields:

err(t)
8d(t)

sin ((t) + 0(t)
+ 0(t))

sin (B.9)
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The time dependence has been shown to indicate that the phase error for a particular target will
vary across the aperture depending upon the flight motion, the applied motion compensation,
and the error in the assumed off-nadir angle to the target. It is clear from this expression that
the phase error is sensitive to flight motion perpendicular to the line-of-sight of the beam. The
phase error variation over the aperture is therefore,

8RClJJOS(t)
sin

LO(t)
(B.lO)

where djjo8(t) is the flight motion displacement variation perpendicular to the line-of-sight.
One can approximate the error in the off-nadir angle with the upper bound:

h
(B.ll)

Rao Sill 0

and another upper bound approximation:

.Le ZO
srn—— (B.12)

Therefore,

err(t)
4 hd103(t)

(B,13)
ARa0 Sifl 0
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Appendix C Effect of Linear Phase
Errors on Compression

It is useful to evaluate the effect of linear phase errors on the compression of a linear FM
pulse. The ideal signal is:

s(t)
=

(C.1)

The signal to be considered is:

.s(t) = e_j7(Kt2+1t) (C,2)

By requiring a large time-bandwidth product (KT2 > 50, from Oliver, 1989) one can obtain an
accurate approximation to the true compression by correlating with the following matched filter:

s(t) = red (;) ejt2 (C.3)

where T is the processed aperture time. The compressed peak is therefore:

p(t)
= J rect ()ej(K(t)2+L(t+T))ejKr2dr

= fej(Kt2+2KtT(t+T))dr (C.4)

= e_i(I2t)fe_j2(tTe_jTdr

[e_j2tTe_jTdr =
— T sin K(2tK + L)

(C.5)
J ‘,‘r(2tK+L)

Therefore, the final solution is:

p(t)
= _Tsin7r(2tK + L)e_j1r(Kt2+Lt) (C.6)

Tr(21K + L)

The position of the peak is no longer at time zero but has been shifted to:

L
tpeak = —- (sec) (C.7)

In addition, there is a phase error at the peak:

KL2
Oerr = -jj- (rad) (C.8)
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Appendix D Directional Random Walk Model

The complex pixel result from azimuth compression with random phase noise can be described
by a directional random walk model. The statistics of the complex summation result for the
case of communication theory problems has been studied by Beckmann, 1967. The summation
can be characterized by:

Re0 = X + jY
=

(D.l)

where each contribution is independent and the expectation of Y is zero (expect zero phase).
The A,’ s can be regarded as the modulated scattering strength along azimuth including any
compression windowing. According to Beckinann, the probability density function (PDF) for
the resultant phase is:

Ke[_5B2(1+J2)1 2
=

2 [i + GeG (1 + erf(G))] (D.2)
27r(K2cos2 0 + sin 0)

where

___________________

G=BKcosO4/
1+K

2 (D.3)
V 2(K2cos2O+siri 0)

B=
x

(D.4)
+ <p2>

K= I <>

V < (x—)2> (D.5)

erf(G) = 2fe_Z2dz (D.6)

Of interest is the variance of the resultant phase:

cr =f62p(O)dO (D.7)

A closed form solution to this integral does not exist. But, in most cases of interest an
approximate result is sufficient.
When the variance of X and Y are the same (K = 1) one obtains:

(0) =
e

[i + Bcos0(1 + erf(Bcos0))eB2c0s29] (D8)
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Furthermore, when the mean of the real part of the resultant is much larger than its variance
(B >> 1):

B cos 8

erf(BcosO) / ez2dz 1 (D.9)

and
cos2O1—O2 (D.lO)

yielding:

,,,

BcosO —B282e ( . )

Due to the very narrow peak of this function one can ignore the cos 0 term. Therefore, the
PDF of the resultant phase is approximately Gaussian:

B —B282e

The variance of the resultant phase is clearly:

02B2 (D.l3)

Of interest is to evaluate the phase variance for the case of Gaussian phase noise applied to
the signal prior to compression as a result of high frequency inertial data errors. It is assumed
that the phase noise is zero mean and independent from element to element. The result of
compression including compression weighting is:

N N N

Re8 = X + jY
=

Ae = cos cb + j A sin qj (D.14)

The variance to be solved is:

2 = <(x X)2 = <x2> =
(D.15)

X2 X2

Furthermore,

2 — N (i — N

> = e d) A
= 2

A (D.16)

= C1 OSe_d) A = e# A2 (D.17)
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The exponential integrals are evaluated using Gradshteyn, 1980, p480. The resulting phase
variance is:

N
(1_e_20” ZA

2
‘ i=1 (D.18)

2e° (N 2

i=1

where is the variance of the Gaussian phase noise. When there is uniform weighting this
reduces to:

(1 — e_2)

2 (DJ9)
2N e°
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Appendix E Inter-channel Azimuth Broadening

It is possible to calculate the inter-channel correlation coefficient for distributed homogenous
targets given the point spread function of each channel. The point spread functions will be
assumed to be weighted sinc functions that are scaled relative to each other. To evaluate the
effect of inter-channel azimuth broadening one needs to evaluate the following expression:

Pai(x)Pa2(x)dx

7= (E.1)

Fai(x)Pai(x)d) (1Pa2(x)Pa2(x)dx)

where
sin 2irWx

Pai(x) ®w(x) (E.2)
27rWx

and
2irWx

Pa2(x)= •27rW Øi(x) (E.3)

are the azimuth point spread functions for channel 1 and 2, respectively, and where r > 1
(® means convolution) and (x) is the inverse Fourier Transform of the frequency domain
applied window. These integrals are evaluated by invoking the following property of Fourier
Transforms:

.T{g(t)} = (f)

g(t)dt=(O) (E.4)

-

Therefore,

00 00 2W

f Pai(x)Fa2(x)dx
= j {(s c)(s (x)) }dx

—00 —00

Isin2rWx 1
2irWz

Øw(x)j = WrectW) x w(f)

27rWx (E.6)
{s1n

Øü(x)} = rect() x w(f)

f Fai(x)Pa2(x)dx = [(rect()w(f)) ® (rect()w(f))]
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then,
w

f Fai(x)Pa2(x)dx
= 4W2f

w2(f)df

00 w

f Pai(x)Pai(x)dx
= 42 f w2(f)df

-00 -w
w

00 77

fPa2(x)Pa2(x)dx
= 4W2f

w2(f)df

Resulting in:

w

J w(f)df

w -

f w2(f)df f w2(f)df
-w ji

77

For example, if there was 10 % inter-channel azimuth broadening this would reduce the inter-
channel correlation coefficient by a factor of 0.95.

w

f w2(f)df

f w2(f)df
-w

If w(f) = 1 on [-W,W], then

1

(E.9)

(E.10)
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Appendix F Single Reference Track Phase Errors

In the single reference track case both channels are motion compensated to the same reference
track (Figure 13). The channel A (transmit/receive) applied phase correction is:

qA(applied) —(R0— Rao) (F.1)

What should have been applied if the target elevation had been known is:

A(ideal) = —(Rth — Rao) (F.2)

Therefore, the channel A phase correction error, due to the target height being above the
reference level, for this particular range cell and this particular azimuth pulse is:

E(A) = kA(applied) — qA(idea1)
47r

= T(Rto — Rao
— (fith — Rao)) (F.3)

= -f(Rto--Rth)

The channel B (receive-only) applied phase correction is:

qB(applied) = —((R0— Rao) + (R0
— Rbo)) (F.4)

What should have been applied if the target elevation had been known is:

cB(ideal) Rth — Rao) + (Rth — Rbh)) (F.5)

Therefore, the channel B phase correction error for this range cell and this azimuth pulse is:

E(B) = cbB(applied) — qB(ideal)

— Bao — Rb0 + Bao + Rbh — 2Rth)
(F.6)

The difference in the two errors, which is the differential phase, is:

= E(A) — E(B) = —(Rbo — Rbh) (F.7)

By expanding the slant range values into binomial series one obtains:

27rb
= —,—(cos (cxab + 0ah) — COS (“ab + Oao)) (F.8)

defining

00ah0ao (F.9)
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and using

cosa—cosb= —2 sin (a+b) sin (a—b) (RiO)

yields
4Kb (TSifl ab+Oao+jsrn

(F.11)
4irbjj0

A 2
But,

h
(R12)

2 2RaosjnO
therefore,

2Kb103h
(F.i3)

— ARa0 Sjfl 0
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Appendix G Dual Reference Track Phase Errors

In the dual reference track approach each channel is motion compensated to its own track
(Figure 12). The applied phase correction in channel A is:

A(applied) Rtao — Rao) (G.1)

What should have been applied if the target elevation had been known is:

qA(ideal) = (Rtah — Bao) (G.2)

Therefore, the channel A phase correction error for this range cell and this azimuth pulse is:

E(A) = cA(applied) — bA(ideal)
47r (G.3)

= (Rao — Rtah)

The channel B (receive-only) applied phase correction is:

B(applied) = Rtao — Rao) + (Rtb0 — Rbo)) (GA)

What should have been applied if the target elevation had been known is:

cbB(zdeal) = — Rao) + (Rtbh — Rbh)) (G.5)

Therefore, the channel B phase correction error for this range cell and this azimuth pulse is:

E(B) kB(applzed) — qB(ideal) =

— ((Rtao — Rao) + (Rtbo — Rbo) — (Rtah — Rao) — (Rtbh — Rbh))
(G.6)

In the dual reference track case, one would expect that the differential phase will be the path
length difference phase, using the reference track positions, plus a component due to the errors
in the applied phase correction because of the unknown target height.
The component of differential phase due to pure triangulation is:

= Rtah — Rtbh) (G.7)

Combining the conventional term with the new term results in:

c1 f(Rtah — Rtbh) + E(A) — E(B) (G.8)

where

E(A) — E(B) = (Rtao — Rao
— Rtah + Baa — Rtb0 + Rb0 + Rtbh — Rbh) (G.9)
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which results in:

DP = f(Rtao Rtb0 + Rbo Rbh) (G.lO)

It is helpful to express the difference in the errors between the channels in a more understandable
form. By pairing together terms that can be converted into known parameters and invoking
the parallel ray approximation this yields:

Rtao — Rtb0 —bRT (Oo + aRT)

Rtbh — Rtah bRT COS (Oh + aRT) (G.l 1)

Rb0 — Rbh b(cos (Oao + aab) — COS (Oak + cxab))

Therefore,

E(A)— E(B)
(2bRT)

(co (o + aRT) — cos (oh + aRT))+

(G.12)

()
(cos (Oah + aab) — COS (Oao +

Extending this by defining:

(G.13)
= °ah — Oao

and using

cos a — cos b = —2 sin (a + b) sin (a — b) (G.14)

yields:
E(A)-E(B)

____

I zO\ . (ze’
) srn RT + Oao +

2)
Slfl
2) — (G.15)

/4’7rb’\ / /O(t)’\ /M(t)
Sjfl ab(t) + Oao(t) +

2 ) Slfl
2

When the displacement from the reference track is small and the antenna baseline is the same
as the reference track baseline (which it is):

E(A)-E(B)
/LO’\ / / LO’\ / /O’\N (G.16)

sin Sifl aRT + °ao + — S1 ab(t) + Oao +

using

(0.17)
R0 sin 0
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one obtains:

E(A)-E(B)

(_4rbh_\ ( (aRT + aab (a
— cxabN “s (G.18)

RsinO}
COS

2
+ Oao +

2)
SIll

2 ))
which gives:

(2irhbj03” (0.19)
Rsin8)RT — aab)

This represents the error recovered by this new approach that is not considered in the conven
tional dual reference track approach.
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Appendix H Unknown Terrain and
Translational Motion
It is helpful to evaluate how translational motion of the aircraft contributes to the differential
phase error. Using the result of Equation 4.75 for the differential phase error along the aperture
the possible effects on the interferogram can be analyzed:

2irhbM(t)
H 1

)R2sin9
For linearly varying deviations one would expect to observe a relative mis-positioning between
the two channels (Appendix C):

irLt
27rhbM(t)

(H.2)
)R smO

Differentiating:
27rhb OM(t)

7TL
.\R2 sin o a

(H.3)

The resulting differential phase at the peak is:

irL2 Trh2b2 7öM’ 2

i—I (H.4)
4K 2v2AR3sin2 0 \. at I

For any reasonable parameters this differential phase error is negligible.
The resulting differential shift in samples is:

LFRF hbPRFOM(t)
LF =

— 2K 2v2RsinO a
(samples) (H.5)

Using 1/16 of a sample as an upper bound we obtain:

OM(t) v2RsinO
at <8hb FRF

(H.6)

For typical CCRS parameters (Table 1) this yields:

aM(t) 18100 m
h

(H.7)

Clearly, this is not a very limiting factor.
If one consider quadratic roll motion (uniform angular acceleration) the peak error along the
aperture must be less than 1/3 of our maximum allowed differential phase error (Appendix A):

max
2?R sinO

In terms of uniform acceleration:
12)R2 S1flO/bjasa

< 7rhbT2
(H.9)

For typical CCRS parameters (Table 1) this gives:

a
1742g

(H.10)

were g is the acceleration due to gravity. Again, it is clear that the differential phase errors
due to translational motion coupled with unknown terrain elevation is negligible.
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Appendix I Motion Compensation Resampling

When resampling for motion compensation is neglected there is a residual range migration
error in each channel that varies along the aperture depending upon the geometry and flight
motion. It is important to explore the nature of the difference in the errors between the two
channels (Figure 39).

RT

Figure 39 Differential Resampling Geometry

Assuming that the point P is the correct sample to follow (flat terrain) the energy of a target
for flight motion parallel to the reference tracks, the residual migration in channel A is:

zR(A) — Rao — Bas

The residual migration error in channel B is:

The difference between them is:

zR(A) = Rb0 - Rb8

(1.1)

(1.2)

iR(A) - LR(B) = Rao — Rbo + Rb8 - Ras (1.3)

B

b

A

Rbo

Rts
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This can be approximated from:

Rbo = RaoJ1 + + 2L COS (aab + 0ao)
ao ao (14)

Rao (i + COS (aab + Oao))

and

____________________________

Rbs = Ras/1 + + COS (aab + Oas)
as as (1.5)

Ras (i + COS (nab + Qas))

Yielding:
/R(A) — zR(B) —(cos (aab + Oao) — COS (aab + Oas)) (1.6)

defining
OOas

17
LiO ao °as

and using

cos a — cos b = —2 sin (a + b) sin — b) (1.8)

yields:

LR(A) — zR(B) 2b sin (aab + + Sin (1.9)

With further approximations from Figure 11:

x(t)cos(t)
(110)

R(A) — LR(B)
bsin(aab + O)x(t)cos(t)

(1.11)

Provided the roll angle Cab(t) does not vary significantly over the aperture the resulting error
is proportional to the product of the flight deviation and antenna separation perpendicular to
the line-of-sight direction:

zR(t)
b105Mjjo5(t)

(1.12)
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Appendix J MATLAB Program Listings

The following is a sample of the macros used for the MATLAB simulator and InSAR processor.
They are written in the MATLAB simulation language.
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% simulatorl.m

Dual channel point target simulation with aircraft motion, motion
compensation to one or two reference tracks, RCMC, azimuth compression,
interferogram generation, and point target analysis

Initial release, modified from rcmcl.m to add RCMC
added interpolation by 2 of ch A and B before i’gram generation
shifted azimuth profile by one sample
added sinusoidal roll

% Initialize Parameters

% A/C velocity rn/s
% Hz
% wavelength (m)
% antenna azimuth length Cm)
% Range sampling rate Hz
% speed of light (m/s)
% slant range pixel spacing Cm)
% slant range resolution (in)
% reference altitude (m)
% slant range at nearest approach (m)

% from ‘nominal” antenna position (deihlc,delvlc)
Ka = 2*V’2/(wave*Rao);% Azimuth FM rate Hz/s
etac = 0; % azimuth time of nearest approach (sec)
Na = 2048; % number of azimuth samples generated
BWproc = 3; % processed bearnwidth (deg.)
%Nmf = BWproc*(pi/180)*Rao*PRF/V; % length of azimuth matched filter (saxnpi.)
Nmf = 1024; % number of azimuth samples processed
K = 50; % azimuth beamwidth constant (3.1 deg one-way)
M = pi/(l.125*sires); % range point spread function constant
Ni = 16; % number of azimuth elements about peak to interpolate
Nr = 21; % number of range cells (must be odd!)
Ir = 16 % interpolation factor for peak analysis

% interpolation length
% beta used for matched filter kaiser window
% avoids divides by zero in sinc(x)
% wave number
% interpolate in RCMC to i/interp_size of a sample
% length of RCMC kernel
% Cutoff for RCMC kernel =1 Fr/2
% RCMC kernel kaiser beta

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% generate motion compensation data

h = 1000; % elevation of target above reference level (m)
offset = 0; % offset for extracting azimuth peak
Bc =1; % distance from antenna a to reference track
thetaBc = 50*pi/l80; % off horizontal angle of antenna a to ref. track
delhc = Bc*cos(thetaBc); % horizontal offset of channel a from reference
deivc Bc*sin(thetaBc); % vertical offset of channel a from reference
dabh = 1.812; % offset between antenna a and b horizontal
dabv = 2.141; % offset between antenna a and b vertical
b = sqrt(dabh”2÷dabv”2); % antenna baseline distance
alphart = atan2(dabh,dabv); % antenna baseline angle
brt = b; % reference track baseline distance
Mh = 5; % flight motion horizontal amplitude
Mv = 5; % flight motion vertical amplitude
Mr = 0.l5*(pi/l80); % roll variation (rad)
eta = _(Na_l)/(2*PRF) l/PRF (Na..l)/(2*PRF); % azimuth slow time
prd = 3; % period of sinusoid in seconds

%
% Change control
% June 8/93
% June 10/93
% June 17/93
% Dec 16/93

V = 131.0;
PRF = 337;
wave = 0.0565646;
D = 1.0;
Fr = 37.5E6;
c = 2.9979E8;
sipix = c/(2*Fr);
sires = 5.6;
H = 6000;
Rao = 10000;

NNi = Ni*Ir;
beta = 0;•
div_zero = 1E-li;
k = 2*pi/wave;
interp_size = 16;
Nk = 8;
Wn = l/interp_size;
betai = 3.5;
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pphase = 0.25
delva = zeros(size(eta));
delvb = zeros(size(eta));
deiha = zeros(size(eta));
delhb = zeros(size(eta));

% phase offset of motion in seconds

% linear flight motion (+1- M/2 peak)

%delva = (Mv*PRF*(Na/Nmf)/(Na_l)).*eta ÷
%delha = (Mh*PRF*(Na/Nmf)/(Na_l)).*eta +

%delvb = (Mv*PRF*(Na/Nmf)/(Na_l)).*eta +

%delhb = (*PRF*(Na/Nmf)/(Na_l)) *eta +

% quadratic flight motion ( 0 to +M peak)

delvc;
delhc;
delvc;
delhc;

%Av = Mv*4*PRF2*(Na/Nmf)2/
= 4J.*4*pRF”2*(Na/Nmf)’2/

%delva = Av*(eta_pphase)/2
%deiha = j*(ta_pphase)A2

%delvb = Av*(eta_pphase)/’2
%delhb = *(eta_pphase)2

(Na—i) ‘2;
(Na—i) 2;
+ delvc;
+ delhc;
+ delvc;
+ delhc;

%delva
%delha
%delvb
%delhb

% roll motion

% linear roil (+7- Mr/2)

+ delvc;
+ delhc;
+ delvc;
+ delhc;

%roll = (Mr*PRF*(Na/Nmf)/(Na_l)).*eta + alphart;

% quadratic roll (0 to +Mr peak)

%Ar = Mr*4*PRF2*(Na/Nmf)’2/(Na_l)2;
%roil = Ar*(eta).2 + alphart;

% sinusoidal roll (+7- Mr)
roll = Mr*sinU2*pi/prd) .*(eta_pphase))

% roll

+ alphart;

delva = delvc*ones(size(eta));
deiha = delhc*ones(size(eta));
delvb = b*cos(roil)

- dabv + delvc;
delhb = b*sin(roll)

- dabh + delhc;
%
% mocomp displacements at center of aperture
%
delvac = delva(Na/2);
delhac = delha(Na/2);
delvbc = deivb(Na/2);
deihbc = delhb(Na/2);

% Calculate registered channel b range to h=0 target for middle of aperture

delv = dabv + delvb - delva;
delh = dabh + delhb - deiha;
alphaab = atan2(delh,delv);
alphaabc = alphaab(Na/2);
thetaaco = acos((H+delvac)/Rao);
Rbo = sqrt(Rao”2 + b’2 ÷2*Rao*b*cos(alphaabC+thetaaco));

% Calculate antenna to reference track geometry along aperture

% sinusoidal flight motion (+7- M peak)
%

= Mv*sin( (2*pi/prd) *(eta_pphase)
= *sin((2*pi/prd)*(etapphase)
= Mv*sin( (2*pi/prd) .*(eta_pphase)
= Mj*sin( (2*pi/prd) .*(etapphase)

alphala = atan2(delha,deiva)
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alphalb = atan2(delhb,delvb);
ha = sqrt(delha/’2+delva.”2);
has = lla.*lla;
llb = sqrt(delhb.2÷delvb.”2);
llbs = llb.*llb;
%
% mocomp displacements

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% Generate range varying matched filters for each channel

rg = 0;
etairf = _(Nmf_l)/(2*PRF) : h/PRF : (Nmf_l)/(2*PRFh
for Ras = Rao_(Nr_l)*slpix/2÷div_zero : sipix : Rao÷(Nr)*slpix/2+div_zero

rg = rg + 1;
thetal&s = acos((H+delvac)/Ras);
Rbs = sqrt(Ras2 + bA2 + 2*Ras*b*cos(thetalas÷alphaabc));
Ka = 2*V2/(wave*Ras);
mfa = exp(j*pi*Ka*(etac_etamf) .A2_(j*pi*V4*(etac_etaInf) .‘4)

/ (wave*2*Ras3))
MFA(rg,:) fft(mfa,Na);
Kb = 2*V/2/(wave*(Ras+Rbs)/2); V

mfb = exp(j*pi*Kb*(etac_etamf)/.2_(j*pi*VA4*(etac_etaxnf) /‘4)
/ (wave*2* C (Ras+Rbs) /2) 3H;

MFB(rg,:) = fft(mfb,Na);
end

V

%
% Assume that delva,delha,delvb,delhb are measured from individual ref. tks
%
% calculate deviation of antenna from center of aperture position

13a = sqrt((delva-delvac) /‘2+(delha-delhac) /‘2);
l3as = 13a.*13a;
alpha3a = atan2(delha-delhac,delva-delvac);
13b = sqrt((delvb-delvbc) .‘2-i-(delhb-delhbc) /‘2);
l3bs = 13b.*l3b;
alpha3b = atan2 (delhb-delhbc,delvb-delvbc);

% calculate actual range from center of aperture to target for channel b

thetaah acos((H-,-delvac-h)/Rao);
Rbh = sqrt(RaoS2÷b2+2*Rao*b*cos(alphaabc+thetaah));
thetabh = acos( (H+brt*cos(alphart)+delvbc_h) /Rbh);

% generate signal data then mocomp it using flat earth for each channel

fprintf(’raw data generation in progress\n’);
az=0; V

for eta = _(Na_1)/(2*PRF)+div_zero : h/PRF : (Na_l)/(2*PRF)+div_zero
az = az + 1;
if (rem(az,64) == 0)

fprintf(’hine %d \n’,az);
end

% calculate Ra in range-elevation plane from antenna a to target: assuming
% that range to target from ‘nominal” track is always Ras independent
% of h (this is for simplicity of equations for changing h)

Rla = sqrt(Rao”2-i-l3as(az) +2*Rao*13a(az)*cos(thetaah+alpha3a(az)));

% calculate Rb in range-elevation plane from antenna b to target V

Rlb = sqrt(Rbh”2-t-l3bs(az) +2*Rbh*13b(az)*cos(thetabh+alpha3b(az)));

% calculate instantaneous range from antenna a to target
(RCM included)
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Ra = sqrt(RlaA2+V2*(eta_etac)s2);

Aa = (sin(K*V*eta/Ra)/(K*V*eta/Ra))/2; % antenna a beam pattern

% calculate instantaneous range from antenna b to target
(RCM included)

Rb = sqrt(Rlb2+V’s2*(eta_etac)2);
Ab = (sin(K*V*eta/Rb)/(K*V*eta/Rb))2; % antenna b beam pattern

% Generate range compressed data in range

rg = 0;
for Ras = Rao_(Nr_l)*slpix/2+div_zero slpix : Rao÷(Nr)*slpix/2+div_zero

rg = rg + 1;
thetalas = acos((H+delva(az))/Ras);
Rbs sqrt(Ras’2 + b’2 + 2*Ras*b*cos(thetalas+alphaab(az)));

thetaibs = acos((H+brt*cos(alphart)+delvb(az))/Rbs);

dataa(rg,az) = Aa*exp(_j*2*k*Ra) * sin(M*(Ras_Ra))!(M*(Ras_Ra));
datab(rg,az) = Ab*exp(_j*k*(Ra÷Rb))*

sin(M*((Ra÷Rb)/2_(Ras÷Rbs)/2))/(M*((Ra÷Rb)/2_(Ras+Rbs)/2));

Calculate required motion phase correction, dual track

Rtao = sqrt(Ras”2 + llas(az)- 2*Ras*lla(az)*cos(thetalastalphala(az)));

deira Rtao - Ras;
Rtbo = sqrt(Rbs2 + llbs(az)- 2*Rbs*llb(az)*cos(thetalbs+alphalb(az)));

delra = Rtao - Ras;
delrb = Rtbo - Rbs;

now mocomp it to reference paths using flat earth assuniption

data_a(rg,az) = data_a(rg,az)*exp(_j*k*2*delra);

data_b(rg,az) = data_b(rg,az)*exp(_j*k*(delra+delrb));

end
end
fprintf(’raw data generation complete\n’);
%
% Calculate expected differential phase from center of aperture positions

thetalas = acos((H+delvac)/Rao);
thetaibs = acos( (H+brt*cos(alphart)+delvbc) /Rbo);
Rtao = sqrt(Rao’2 + llas(Na/2)- 2*Rao*lla(Na/2)*cos(thetalas+alphala(Na/2H);

Rtbo = sqrt(Rbo’2 + llbs(Na/2)- 2*Rbo*llb(Na/2)*cos(thetalbs÷alphalb(Na!2)));

DPP = k*(Rtbo
- Rtao + Rbh - Rbo);

DPe = atan2(sin(DPP),cos(DPP));

% generate interpolation kernel for RCMC

kernel = interp_size*firl(interp_size*Nk,Wn,kaiser(interp_size*Nk+l,betaiH;

% extract every 8th value to generate 16 different filters
% - one for interpolating to the ith/l6 sample interval

for 1=1: interp_size;
for m=l:Nk;

filt(l,m) = kernel((m_l)*interp_size÷l+l);

end
end
tt = l:Na;
cdata = zeros(size(data_a));
fftdata = zeros(size(tt));
cfftdata = zeros(size(tt));
Fa = 0 PRF/Na : (Na_l)*PRF/Na;
phaser = exp(j*2*pi*(Nmf/(2*PRF)).*Fa);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% perform RCMC on channel A
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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for rg = l:Nr;
fftdata(rg, :) = fft (data_a(rg, :));

end
for az = l:Na;

if (rem(az,64) == 0)
fprintf(’line %d \n’,az);

end
if (az <= Na/2+l)

shift = (2*Fr/c)*0.5*V2*((az_l)*PRF/Na)S2/(KaS2*Rao); % in samples
else

shift = (2*Fr/c)*O.5*V/S2*((Na÷1_az)*PRF/Na)S2/(Ka2*Rao); % in samples
end

% determine integer shift part
%

mt shift = floor(shift + l/(2*interp_size));

% determine fractional shift

frs = round(interp_size*(shift — mt_shift));

% perform integer shift on data

fftrcmcdata(l:Nr-jnt_shift,az) = fftdata(int_shift+l:Nr,az);

% perform fractional interpolation and discard Nk/2 points at start
% leaving them zero and leave last Nk/2+l points zero, note also
% that the last mt_shift non-zero values are throwaway
%

filt_no = interp_size - frs;
for rg l:Nr-Nk-i-l;

fftrcmcdata(rg+Nk/2-l,az) = sum(fftrcmcdata(rg:rg+Nk-l,az) .

filt(filt_no, :) •‘);
end

end

% compress channel A

for rg = l:Nr;
MF MFA(rg,:);
cfftdata = fftrcrncdata(rg, :) *phaser;
cdata_a(rg,:) ifft(cfftdata);

end

% perform RCMC on channel B

for rg = l:Nr; V

fftdata(rg, :) = f ft (data_b(rg, :));
end
for az = l:Na;

if (rem(az,64) == 0)
fprintf(’line %d \n’,az);

end
if (az <= Na/2+l)

shift = (2*Fr/c)*0.5*V2*((az_l)*PRF/Na)’2/(Ka2*Rao); % in samples
else

shift = (2*Fr/c)*0.5*V/2*((Na+l_az)*PRF/Na)F2/(Ka2*Rao); % in samples
end

% determine integer shift part

mt_shift = floor(shift + l/(2*interp_size));

% determine fractional shift
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ifs = round(interp_size*(shift
- mt_shift));

perform integer shift on data

fftrcmcdata(l:Nr-int_shift,az) = fftdata(int_shift÷l:Nr,az);

% perform fractional interpolation and discard Nk/2 points at start
% leaving them zero and leave last Nk12+l points zero, note also
% that the last mt_shift non-zero values are throwaway

filt_no = interp_size - frs;
for rg = l:Nr-Nk+l;

fftrcmcdata(rg+Nk/2-l,az) = suxn(fftrcmcdata(rg:rg-i-Nk-1,az) .
filt(filt_no, :) •‘);

end
end

% compress channel B

for rg l:Nr;
MF = MFB(rg,:);
cfftdata = fftrcmcdata(rg, :) .*MF.*phaser;
cdata_b(rg,:) = ifft(cfftdata);

end.
fprintf ( ‘data compressed\n’)

% interpolate channels A and B by 2 to prepare for i’gram generation

for rg = l:Nr;
cdata_ar(rg, :) =

interp(cdata_a(rg,offset+Na!2-(Ni-l)/2:Na/2+(Ni-l)/2+offset),2);
cdata_br(rg, :)

interp(cdata_b(rg,offset+Na/2—(Ni-l)/2:Na/2+(Ni-l)/2+offset),2);
end
for az l:2*Ni;

cdata_arr(:,az) = interp(cdata_ar(:,az),2);
cdata_brr(:,az) = interp(cdata_br(:,az),2);

end
inter = cdata_arr . conj(cdata_brr);
cd = inter(Nr/2:3*Nr/2_l,Ni/2:3*Ni/21);

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
% perform point target analysis of interferogram
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% interpolate in range

cdf = fft(cd); % fft columns (each of length Nr)
Nri = Ir*Nr;
cdfi = zeros(Nri,Ni);
cdfi(l:(Nr—l)/2÷l,:) = cdf(l:(Nr—l)12+l,:);
cdfi(Nri—(Nr—l)/2÷l:Nri,:) = cdf((Nr—l)/2+2:Nr,:);
cdi = ifft(cdfi);

% interpolate in azimuth
%
cdff = fft(cdi.’); % fft columns (each of length Ni)
Nai = Ir*Ni;
cdfii zeros(Nai,Nri);
cdfii(l:Ni/2+l, :) = cdff(l:Ni/2+l, :);
cdfii(Nai—Ni/2+2:Nai, :) = cdff(Ni/2+2:Ni, :)
cdii = ifft(cdfii).’;

% find peak and plot results
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[Val,Row] = max(abs(cdii));
[val,midxc] = max(Val);
midxr = Row(midxc);
mid = Nai/2;
[w3a, sia) = widiobe(cdii (midxr, :));
[w3r, sir) = widiobe(cdii ( ,miclxc));
peakphase = angle (cdii (midxr,midxc));

% calculate estimated elevation

abs_phase = peakphase + ((DPP_rem(DPP,2*pi))/(2*pi)_l)*2*pi;

h_est = H+delvac_Rao*cos (-alphaabc÷acos ( ( ((wave*abs_.phase/ (2*pi) )÷
Rtao-Rtbo+Rbo)2 - b2_Rao’2)/(2*b*Rao)));

n = i:Nai;
axis([1 Nai —val val]);
plot(n,abs(cdii(midxr,:)),n,angle(cdii(midxr,:))*.3183*val);

title(’Azimuth Cross—section through point target’);
xlabel C ‘Azimuth samples’);
ylabel(’Magnitude and phase’);
text (mid, .9*val, sprintf(’Error in estimated elevation %2.3f m’ ,h-h_est));
text (mid, .8*val,sprintf(IMeasured Peak phase %2.3f rad.’, peakphase))
text(mid, .6*val,sprintf(IExpected Peak phase %2.3f rad.’, DPe))
text(mid, .4*val,sprintf(lPeak phase error %2.Of mrad.’,

1000* (peakphase-DPe)))
text(mid, .2*val,sprintf(fAz. 3dB width %2.3f m’, V*w3a/(PRF*2*Ir)))
text(mid,0,sprintf(’Az. First side lobe %2.2f dB’, sla))
text(mid,_.2*va1,sprintf(Rg. 3dB width %2.2f m’, slpix*w3r/(2*Ir)))
text(mid,_.4*val,sprirltf(IRg. First side lobe %2.2f dB’, sir))
text(mid,_.E*val,sprintf(fPeak at %2.0f/%2.Of range’,midxr,Nri));
text(mid,_.8*val,sprintf(Peak at %2.0f/%2.Of azimuth’,midxc,Nai));
grid
%meta plot
pause
n = l:Nri;
mid = Nri/2;
axis([l Nri -val val]);
plot(n,abs(cdii(:,midxc)),n,angle(cdii(:,midxc))*.3l83*val);

title( ‘Range Cross-section through point target’);
xlabel(’Range samples’);
ylabel(’Magnitude and phase’);
text (mid, .8*val, sprintf(’Measured Peak phase %2.3f rad.’, peakphase))
text(mid, .6*val,sprjntf(IExpected Peak phase %2.3f rad.’, DPe))
text (mid, .4*val,sprir1tf(Peak phase error %2.Of mrad.’,

1000* (peakphase-DPeH)
text(mid,.2*val,sprintf(Az. 3dB width %2.3f m’, V*w3a/(PRF*2*Ir)))

text(mid,0,sprintf(’Az. First side lobe %2.2f dB’, sla))
text(mid,_.2*val,sprintf(IRg. 3dB width %2.2f m’, slpix*w3r/(2*IrH)
text(mid,_.4*val,sprintf(Rg. First side lobe %2.2f dB’, sir))
text(mid,_.6*val,sprintf(Peak at %2.Of/%2.Of range’,midxr,Nri));
text(mid, _.8*val, sprintf(’Peak at %2.Of/%2 .Of azimuth’ ,midxc,Nai));
grid
pause
%

% extract peak area and do 2D interpolation of channel A

%
cd = cdata_a(l:Nr,offset+Na/2—(Ni-1)/2-l:Na/2+(Ni—l)/2÷offset—l);

% interpolate in range

cdf = fft(cd); % fft columns (each of length Nr)
Nri = Ir*Nr;
cdfi = zeros(Nri,Ni);
cdfi(1: (Nr—l)/2+l, :) = cdf(l: (Nr—l)12÷1, :)
cdfi(Nri—(Nr—l)/2-t-l:Nri,:) = cdf((Nr—l)/2+2:Nr,:);
cdi = ifft(cdfj);
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% interpolate in azimuth
%
cdff = fft(cdi.’); % fft columns (each of length Ni)
Nai = Ir*Ni;
cdfii = zeros(Nai,Nri);
cdfii(l:Ni/2+l, :) = cdff(l:Ni/2+l, :)
cdfii(Nai—Ni/2+2:Nai, :) = cdff(Ni/2+2:Ni, :);
cdii = ifft(cdfii).’;

% find peak and plot results

[Val,Row] = xnax(abs(cdii));
[val,midxc] = max(Val);
midxr = Row(midxc);
mid = Nai/2;
[w3a, sia] = widiobe (cdii (midxr, :));
[w3r, slr) = widiobe(cdii( : ,midxc));
peakphase = angle (cdii (midxr,midxc));
Pae = angle (exp(_j*4*pi*Rtao/wave));
n = l:Nai;
axis([i Nai -val vail);
plot(n,abs(cdii(midxr, :)),n,angle(cdii(midxr, :))*.3183*val);
title(’Azimuth Cross-section through point target Ch A’);
xlabel ( ‘Azimuth samples’);
ylabel(’Magnitude and phase’);
text (mid, .8*val, sprintf(’Measured Peak phase %2.3f rad.’, peakphase))
text (mid, .6*va1,sprintf(Expected Peak phase %2.3f rad.’, Pae))
text (mid, .4*va1,sprintf(Peak phase error %2.0f mrad.’,

1000* (peakphase-PaeH)
text(mid,.2*val,sprintf(IAz. 3dB width %2.3f m’, V*w3a/(PRF*Ir)))
text(mid,0,sprintf(’Az. First side lobe %2.2f dB’, sla))
text(mid,_.2*val,sprintf(fRg. 3dB width %2.2f m’, slpix*w3r/Ir))
text(mid,_.4*val,sprintf(?Rg. First side lobe %2.2f dB’, sir))
text(mid,_.6*val,sprintf(Peak at %2.0f/%2.0f range’,midxr,Nri));
text(mid,_.8*val,sprintf(Peak at %2.Of/%2.Of azimuth’ ,midxc,Nai));
grid
%meta plot
pause
n = l:Nri;
mid = Nri/2;
axis([i Nri —val val]);
plot(n,abs(cdii(: ,midxc)) ,n,angie(cdii(: ,midxc))*.3183*val)
title(’Range Cross-section through point target Ch A’);
xlabei ( ‘Range samples’);
ylabel(’Magnitude and phase’);
text(mid, .8*val, sprintf(’Measured Peak phase %2.3f rad.’, peakphase))
text (mid, .6*val,sprintf(Expected Peak phase %2.3f rad.’, Pae))
text (mid, .4*val, sprintf(’Peak phase error %2.Of mrad.’,

1000* (peakphase-PaeH)
text(mid,.2*val,sprintf(Az. 3dB width %2.3f m’, V*w3a/(PRF*Ir)))
text(mid,0,sprintf(’Az. First side lobe %2.2f dB’, sla))
text(mid,_.2*val,sprintf(Rg. 3dB width %2.2f m’, slpix*w3r/Ir))
text(mid,_.4*val,sprintf(sRg. First side lobe %2.2f dB’, slr))
text(mid,_.6*val,sprintf(Peak at %2.Of/%2.Of range’,midxr,Nri));
text(mid,_.8*val,sprintf(Peak at %2.Of/%2.Of azimuth’ ,midxc,Nai));
grid
pause

% extract peak area and do 2D interpolation of channel B

%
cd = cdata_b(l:Nr,offset-i-Na/2-(Ni-l)/2-l:Na/2+(Ni-1)/2+offset—l);

% interpolate in range

cdf = fft(cd); % f ft columns (each of length Nr)
Nri = Ir*Nr;
cdfi = zeros(Nri,Ni); 143



cdfi(l: (Nr—l)/2+l, :) = cdf(l: (Nr—l)/2÷l, :)
cdfi(Nri—(Nr--l)/2+l:Nri, :) = cdf((Nr—l)/2+2:Nr, :);
cdi = ifft(cdfi);

% interpolate in azimuth
%
cdff = fft(cdi.’); % fft columns (each of length Ni)
Nai = Ir*Ni;
cdfii = zeros(Nai,Nri);
cdfii(l:Ni/2+l,:) = cdff(l:Ni/2+l,:);
cdfii(Nai—Ni/2+2:Nai, :) = cdff(Ni/2+2:Ni, :);
cdii = ifft(cdfii).’;

% find peak and plot results

[Val,Ràw) = rnax(abs(cdii));
[val,midxc] = max(Val);
midxr = Row(midxc);
mid = Nai!2;
[w3a, sla) = widlobe(cdii (midxr, :));
[w3r,slr) = widlobe(cdii(:,midxc));
peakphase = angle(cdii(midxr,midxc));
Pbe = angle(exp(_j*2*pi*(Rtao+Rtbo)/wave));
n = l:Nai;
axis([l Nai -val val]);
%psfl000 = abs (cdii (midxr, :)
%save psfl000lO24.mat psfl000
plot(n,abs(cdii(midxr, :)),n,angle(cdii(midxr, :))*.3183*val);
title(’Azimuth Cross-section through point target Ch B’);
xlabel (‘Azimuth samples’);
ylabel(’Magnitude and phase’);
text(mid, .8*val,sprintf(Measured Peak phase %2.3f rad.’, peakphase))
text(mid, .6*val,sprintf(fExpected Peak phase %2.3f rad.’, Pbe))
text (mid, .4*val,sprintf(lPeak phase error %2.Of mrad.’,

1000* (peakphase-Pbe)))
text (mid, .2*val,sprintf(Az. 3dB width %2.3.f m’, V*w3a/(PRF*Ir)))
text(mid,0,sprintf(’Az. First side lobe %2.2f dB’, sla))
text(mid,_.2*val,sprintf(IRg. 3dB width %2.2f m’, slpix*w3r!Ir))
text(mid,_.4*val,sprintf(IRg. First side lobe %2.2f dB’, sir))
text(mid,_.6*val,sprintf(Peak at %2.Of/%2.0f range’,midxr,Nri));
text(mid,_.8*vaisprintf(Peak at %2.Of/%2.Of azimuth’ ,midxc,Nai));
grid
%rneta plot
pause
n = l:Nri;
mid = Nri/2;
axis([l Nri -val val]);
plot (n,abs (cdii(: ,midxc)) ,n,angle(cdii(: ,midxc))*.3l83*val)
title(’Range Cross-section through point target Ch B’);
xlabel ( ‘Range samples’);
ylabel(’Magnitude and phase’);
text (mid, .8*val,sprintf(Measured Peak phase %2.3f rad.’, peakphase))
text(mid, .6*val,sprintf(Expected Peak phase %2.3f rad.’, Pbe))
text(mid, .4*va1,sprintf(Peak phase error %2.Of mrad.’,

1000* (peakphase-Pbe)))
text(mid, .2*val,sprintf(Az. 3dB width %2.3f m’, V*w3a/(PRF*Ir)))
text(mid,0,sprintf(’Az. First side lobe %2.2f dB’, sla))
text(mid,_.2*va1,sprintf(Rg. 3dB width %2.2f m’, slpix*w3r/Ir))
text(mid,_.4*val,sprintf(Rg. First side lobe %2.2f dB’, sir))
text(xnid,_.6*val,sprintf(Peak at %2.Of/%2.Of range’ ,midxr,Nri));
text(mid,_.8*vai,sprintf(Peak at %2.Of/%2.Of azimuth’ ,midxc,Nai));
grid
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% widlobe.m

% 1 D point target analysis

[width,slobe] = WIDLOBE (input_array)
- input_array must be amplitude units
- Calculate 3dB width, first side lobe level
Note: Peak and sidelobes must not be at an edge

% change control
% feb 92 - initial release
% nov 12/92 - fixed up index checking

function [widt.h,slobe] = widlobe (x)

% Convert to power units
pow = 20*loglo(abs(x));
[maxval,maxidx) = max(pow);
pow = pow - rnaxval;

% locate 3dB width (to sample spacing accuracy only)
%
k = maxidx-l;
threshold = -3.0;
1 = length(x);
while ((k>l) & (pow(k) > threshold))

k = k - 1;
end
if (pow(k) > threshold)

sprintf(’could not find left 3dB point’);
end
left = k + (-3.0 - pow(k))/(pow(k÷1)-pow(k));
k = maxidx-t-l;
while ((k<1) & (pow(k) > threshold))

k = k + 1;
end
if (pow(k) > threshold)

sprintf(’could not find right 3dB point’);
end
right = k - (-3.0 - pow(k))/(pow(k-l)-pow(k));
width = right - left;

% Locate first sidelobe

k = maxidx—l;
while ((k > 2) & (pow(k-l) < pow(k)))

k = k - 1;
end
if (pow(k-l) < pow(k))

sprintf(’could not find left sidelobe’);
end
leftlobe = max(pow(l:k-l));
k = maxidx+l;
while ( (k < (1-1)) & (pow(k+l) < pow(k)))

k=k+l;
end
if (pow(k÷l) < pow(k))

sprintf(’could not find right sidelobe’);
end
rightiobe = max(pow(k÷l:length(pow)));
slobe = max(leftlobe,rightlobe);
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% regl.m

% Register Channel B to Channel A at reference level

% Change control
% Jan 18/94 Initial release
% Jan 20/94 modified for multi-segments

% Initialize Parameters

atodfreq=37 .5;
delay=[13.289, 13.2737];
wave=0 . 05 65 646
c=299.79;
delsr=c/ (2*atodfreq);
rgd=5l.99;
rbase=(rgd-delay(1) )*c/2;
H=6059;
K=2 *pj /wave;
D = 1;

% generate interpolation kernel

kernel = interp_size*firl(interp_size*Nk,Wn,kaiser(interp_size*Nk÷1,betai));

% extract every 8th value to generate 16 different filters
- one for interpolating to the ith/16 sample interval

for 1=1: interp_size;
for m=l:Nk;

filt(l,m) = kernel( (m—l) *interpsize+l+l);
end

end

load kpl0prf % load in motion data
ddelh = delh(:,2)—delh(:,l);
ddelv delv(:,2)-delv(:,l);
b = sqrt(ddelh.”2 + ddelv.”2);
alphaab = atan2(ddelh,ddelv);
n_range= 12000; # of range lines no. available to process
srange= 1; % first range line no. to process
erange=srarige÷n_rarige-l; % last range line no. to process
n_azimuth= 180; % # of azimuth lines to process
pstart= 1; % starting azimuth line
pend = pstart+n_azimuth-l;% last azimuth line
uniend=(segmerit-1) *(nazimuth_lO)+n_azimuth; % unimat last pixel #
unistart= uniend—ri_azimuth + 1; % unimat file start range pixel no.

% Load in the data

load plObs
k=pstart:perid;
Ra=(delsr* (k-t-uriistart-2) )+rbase;

% Perform the resampling

% Range sampling rate (MHz)
% SAW delay (usec) A,B

% wavelength
speed of light in m/microsec

% slant range pixel spacing (4 m)
% range gate delay in microsec.

% base range, only ch A used
% elevation of reference track
% wavenumber
% antenna length (in)

segment = 6; % segment number
interp_size = 16; % interpolate to l/interp_size of a sample
Nk = 8; % length of kernel
Wn = l/interp_size;% Cutoff for kernel =1 - Fr/2
betai = 3.5; % kernel kaiser beta
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rdata = zeros(size(data));
for l=srange : erange

temp=(H-f-delv(l, 1)) . IRa;
temp2=find(temp>l);
temp(temp2)=ones(size(temp2));
theta_a=acos (temp);
Rb = sqrt(Ra/’2 + b(lY’2 + 2*Ra*b(l) •* (theta a+alphaab(l)));

chB pixel # - chA pixel # = dein for coincident scene patches

deln = _(Ra_Rb_c*(delay(2)_delay(l)))./(2*delsr);
intshift = floor(deln + lI(2*interp_size)); % integer sample shift
frs = round(interp_size*(deln - mt_shift)); % fractional sample shift
fprintf(’ Processing range line %4.Of\n’, 1);

% process integer and fractional shifts

index = 1;
for k=pstart:pend

istart = k + int_shift(index) - Nk/2 + 1;
iend = istart + Nk - 1;
if ((istart >= pstart) & (iend <= pend))

filt_no = iriterp_size - frs(index);
rdata(k,l) = sum(data(istart:iend,l).*filt(filt_no, :).‘);
else

rdata(k,l) = 0;
end

end
end
data = rdata;
save plobrs data
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% igraml.m

% Single channel motion compensation and azimuth compressión

% Change control
% Jan 17/94 Initial Release
% Jan 18/94 modified for dual reference tracks
% Jan 20/94 corrected transpose problem, modified for segment processing
% Jan 21/94 modified for dual track

% Initialize Parameters

atodfreq=37 .5;
delay=[13 .289, 13.2737];
wave=0 . 05 65 646
c=299.79;
delsr=c/ (2*atodfreq);
rgd=51.99;
rbaset(rgd-delay(1) )*c/2;
H=6059;
K=2 *pj /wave;
D = 1;

%
segment 6;
channelsw=2;

% Range sampling rate (MHz)
% SAW delay (usec)

% wavelength
speed of light in m/microsec

% slant range pixel spacing (4 m)

% base range, only ch A used
% elevation of reference track
% wavenuxnber
% antenna length (m)

% image segment number across range
% processing channel A (1) or B (2)

n_range= 12000; % # of range lines no. available to process
srange= 1; % first range line no. to process
erange=srange+n_range-l; % last range line no. to process
n_azirnuth= 180; % # of azimuth lines to process
pstart= 1; % starting azimuth line
uniend=(segment_l)*(rl_azimuth_lO)÷n_azimuth; % unimat last pixel#
unistart= uniend-n_azimuth + 1; % unimat file start range pixel no.
swathend = 2048; % last range pixel no. in swath to process

% load in the motion compensation file and extract relevant data

load kpl0prf % mocomp file name for single reference track
delha=delh(srange:erange, 1);
delva=delv(srange:erange, 1);
brt=2.8013; % reference tk baseline length (0 for single track)
alphart=40.22*(pi/180); % reference track baseline angle

% transform insar channel to its own reference track

delhb=delh(srange:erange, 2)_brt*sin(alphart);
delvb=delv(srange:erange, 2) _brt*cos (alphart);
delv = brt*cos(alphart) + delvb - delva;
delh = brt*sin(alphart) + delhb - delha;
b = sqrt(delv.”2+delh.t’2); % antenna
alphaab = atan2(delh,delv); % antenna
alphala = atan2(delha,delva); % channel
alphalb = atan2(delhb,delvb); % channel
ha = sqrt(delha.”2+delva.”2);
ilas = lla.*lla;
llb = sqrt(delhb/’2+delvb/’2);
llbs = llb.*llb;

% calculate azimuth processing parameters

baseline length
baseline angle
A angle to reference track
B angle to reference track

% Obtain processing instructions
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mspacing=mean (spacing (srange erange));
maxr=rbase÷delsr*(swathend_l); % maximum range, channel A
proc_phi = 2.23*(pi/180); % azimuth beamwidth to process
nf ft = 13824; % forward FFT length
maxrefsize = proc_phi*maxr/mspacing; % maximum matched filter length

% load in registered raw data

if ( channelsw == 1 );
load plOas;

else
load plObrs;

end

% phase correct the raw data based on the navigation data

index = 1;
for k=pstart :pstart+n_azimuth-1;

Ra=(delsr*(k+unistart_2))+rbase;
temp= (H÷delva) IRa;
temp2=find(temp>l);
temp(temp2)=ones(size(temp2H;
theta_a=acos (ternp);
Rtao = sqrt(Ra”2 + has - 2*Ra*lla.*cos(theta_a+alphala));
delra = Rtao - Ra;
if channelsw==l;

delr=2*delra;
else

Rb = sqrt(Ra”2 + b.2 + 2*Ra.*b.*cos(theta_a+alphaab));
temp= (H+delvb+brt*cos (alphart)) /Rb;
temp2=find(temp>l);
temp(temp2)=ones(size(temp2));
theta_b=acos (temp);
Rtbo = sqrt(Rb/’2 + llbs - 2*Rb.*llb.*cos(theta_b+alphalb));
delrb = Rtbo - Rb;
deir = delra+delrb;
Rbmf(index) = Rb(n_rangel2);

end % of if channelsw ==l
fprintf(’ Phase correcting azimuth line %4.Of, range=%8.lf\n’, k,Ra);
phc=exp(_sqrt(_l)*K*delr);
data(k,l:n_range)=data(k,l:n_rarige).*phc(1:n_range).;
index = index + 1;

end; % end of for k= loop

% Loop to azimuth process the data

outi = zeros (n_azimuth, n_range-maxrefsize);
index=1;
for k=pstart :pstart+n_azimuth-l;

if channelsw==1;
r=(delsr* (k+unistart-2) )+rbase;

else
r=Rbmf(index);

end
fprintf(’ Processing azimuth line %4.Of, range=%8.lf\n’, k,r);
temp=fft(data(k,1:n_range), nfft);
ref=refgen(r, mspacing, wave, proc_phi);
nref=length(ref);
temp=ifft(fft(ref, nfft) .*temp);
startindex= (nref÷maxrefsize) /2;
endindex=n_range- (maxrefsize-nref) /2;
outl(index, 1 :endindex-startindex+1)=temp(startindex:endindex);
inc1ex=index--1;
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end
if channelsw==1;

save sega.xnat outl
else

save segb.mat outi
end

%%%%% Generate azimuth matched filter %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

function [ref]=refgen(r, spacing, wave, Proc_phi)
Nref=l+2*round(r*proc_phi/2/spacing);
for j=l:Nref
ref(j)=exp(i*2*pi*(spacing)A2*(1_Nref/2)A2/r/wave);
end
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% elevl.m

% Estimate terrain height from interferogram

% Change control
% Feb 1/94 Initial release

% Initialize Parameters

atodfreq=37.5; % Range sampling rate (MHz)
delay[l3.289, 13.2737]; % SAW delay (usec) A,B
wave=0.0565646; % wavelength
c=299.79; % speed of light in m/microsec
delsr=c/(2*atodfreq); % slant range pixel spacing (4 m)
rgd=5l.99; % range gate delay in microsec.
rbase=(rgd_delay(l))*c/2; % base range, only ch A used
H=6059; % elevation of reference track
K=2*pi/wave; % wavenurnber
D = 1; % antenna length (m)

% load in igram

load cigrams

%
% load in the motion compensation file and extract relevant data
%
load kploprf % mocomp file name for single reference track
n_range= 1024; % # of range lines no. available to process
n_azimuth= 2045; % # of azimuth lines to process
delha=delh(l:10:10*n_range,l);
delva=delv(l :10: 10*n_range, 1);
%brt=2.8013; % reference track baseline length
brt=0; % reference track baseline length
n = 1:512;
alphart = zeros(size(delha));
alphart(l:5l2)=40.22*(pi/l80)*ones(size(n)); % reference track baseline angle
alphart(5l3:l024)=40.8*(pi/180)*ones(size(n)); % reference tk baseline angle

% transform insar channel to its own reference track

delhb=delh(l:lO:10*n_range,2)_brt.*sin(alphart);
delvb=delv(l:l0:l0*n_range,2)brt.*cos(alphart);
delv = brt*cos.(alphart) + delvb - delva;
delh = brt*sin(alphart) + delhb - delha;
b = sqrt(delv/’2÷delh.2); % antenna baseline length
alphaab = atan2(delh,delv); % antenna baseline angle
alphala = atan2(delha,delva); % channel A angle to reference track
alphalb = atan2(delhb,delvb); % channel B angle to reference track
lla = sqrt(delha.”2+delva/’2);
has = lla.*lla;
llb = sqrt(delhb.2+delvb.2);
llbs = llb.*llb;

% perform further phase smoothing

filtnr = 6; % filter size range
filtna = 6; % filter size azimuth
for i=l:filtnr

for j=l:filtna
filt(i,j) = l/(filtnr*filtna);

end
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end
cigramsf = conv2(cigrams,filt, ‘same’);
cigrarnsf = rot90(cigramsf);
a = angle(cigrarnsf);
for i=1:80

a(:,i) = zeros(size(lla));
end
%

% phase unwrap assuming no residues!

aa(l,:) =unwrap(a(1,:));
for i=1:n_azimuth

for j=2:n_range
diff = a(j,i) — a(j—l,i);
if (abs(diff) < pi)

aa(j,i) = aa(j—l,i) + diff;
else

if (diff < 0)
aa(j,i) = aa(j—l,i) + 2*pi + diff;

else
aa(j,i) = aa(j—l,i) — 2*pi + diff;

end
end

end
end.

% Calculate motion compensation data and height estimate

%
h=zeros (size (aa));
for k=l:n_azimuth

Ra=(delsr*(k_l))+rbase;
temp= (H+delva) IRa;
temp2=find(temp>1);
temp(temp2)=ones(size(temp2));
theta_a=acos (temp);
Rtao = sqrt(Ra2 + has - 2*Ra*hla.*cos(theta_a+alphala));
Rbo = sqrt(RaA2 + b.2 + 2*Ra.*b.*cos(theta_a+alphaab));
temp=(H+delvb+brt*cos(alphart)) . /Rbo;
temp2=find(temp>l);
temp(temp2)=ones(size(temp2));
theta_b=acos(temp);
Rtbo = sqrt(Rbo/’2 + libs - 2*Rbo.*llb.*cos(theta_b÷alphalb));

calculate height estimate

tempO = (wave* (aa(:,k)_2*pi)/(2*pi));
temp00 (tempO +Rbo)/’2;
templ = acosUtemp0O - b/2_RaA2)../(2*b.*RaH;
h(: ,k) = (H÷delva_Ra.*cos(_alphaab+ tempi));
fprintf(’processed azimuth line %d\n’,k);

end
save h.mat h
h_disp=rem( (64*3.28/100) *(h+4o) ,64);
index = 0;
for i=1:l6:l024

temp(1:16,1:80) = index*ones(16,80);
h_disp(i:i+15,l:80) = temp(1:16,l:80)
index = index + 1;

end
image (h_disp)
title(’3 Hills, Alberta: Elevation’)
xlabel(’Slant Range Samples’)
ylabel ( ‘Azimuth Samples’)
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